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TRIAL
TRIALMEMORANDUM,
MEMORANDUM,PROPOSED
PROPOSEDFINDINGS
FINDINGSOF
OFFACT
FACTAND
AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
LAWOF
OF1804-14
1804-14 GREEN STREET ASSOCIATES, L.P.

I.

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

This
bench trial
trial on
September 22
22 and
and23,
23,2008.
2008. At
At
This action
action was
was the
the subject of a two (2)
(2) day
day bench
on September

the conclusion
conclusion of trial,
trial,Defendant/Counterclaim
Defendant/Counterclaim Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,Erie
ErieInsurance
InsuranceExchange
Exchange (hereinafter
(hereinafter
“Erie”),
Findings
“Erie”),the
theparty
partywith
withthe
theburden
burden of
ofproof,
proof,submitted
submittedaa Trial
TrialMemorandum
Memorandumand
and Proposed
Proposed Findings

of Facts
of Law. Plaintiff,
Facts and
and Conclusions
Conclusions of
Plaintiff,Counterclaim
CounterclaimDefendant,
Defendant,1804-14
1804-14 Green
Green Street
Street
Associates,
L.P. (hereinafter
(hereinafter “Green
“Green Street”),
in this
this submission.
Associates, L.P.
Street”), provides
provides the
the same
same in
submission.

Before trial,
trial, Erie
Erie moved
moved for
forsummary
summaryjudgment,
judgment,contending
contendingthat
that the
the damage
damage at 240 New
York
28, 2004,
2004, (hereinafter
(hereinafter “Loss”)
“Loss”) was
to
YorkAvenue
Avenueon
on September
September 28,
was excluded
excluded from
fromcoverage
coverage pursuant
pursuant to

what itit described
as exclusions
exclusionsfor
for wind-driven
wind-driven rain, rust
corrosion, and
and deterioration.
deterioration. In
described as
rust and
and corrosion,

denying
Erie’s Motion,
denying Erie’s
Motion, the
the Court
Courtobserved
observed that
that applicability
applicabilityofofthese
theseexclusions
exclusionsrequired
required
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consideration, by the
the finder-of-fact,
finder-of-fact, of
of the
the credibility
credibilityofofand
andweight
weightto
tobe
be given
given the
the expert opinions
offered
Blouch, P.E.
commencement of
of
offered by
by Erie
Erie through
through its
its expert
expert witness,
witness, Rodney
Rodney J.
J. Blouch,
P.E. Indeed,
Indeed, at
at the
the commencement

trial,
to most,
most, ifif not to Erie, that Erie’s
Erie’s case
casewould
would rise
riseor
orfall
fall on
on the
theapplicability
applicability of
trial, itit was
was apparent
apparent to
the
deterioration exclusion
exclusion and,
in this
this regard,
regard, on
on the
theweight
weightto
tobe
beafforded
affordedMr.
Mr.Blouch’s
Blouch’s testimony.
testimony.
the deterioration
and, in

(See
N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
atp.
p.7;
7;l.l.2-3;
2-3;“THE
“THE COURT: The
(See N.T.,
Theissue
issue is the deterioration exclusion.”).

However,
after Mr. Blouch
and in
in its post-trial
However, after
Blouch testified,
testified, Erie,
Erie, during
during closing
closing argument
argument and
post-trial
submissions,
claimed that
Loss was
was excluded
excluded from
from coverage
coverage by
by another
another exclusion
exclusion in
in the
the Policy,
Policy,
submissions, claimed
that the
the Loss
one
that excluded
excluded damage
damagecaused
causedby
by“surface
“surfacewater.”
water.” Quite
Quite tellingly,
tellingly, Erie
application of
of
one that
Erieargues
argues that
that application
this
not require
require that
that the
the Court
Court accept
acceptor
orfind
find persuasive
persuasivethe
thetestimony
testimonyof
ofMr.
Mr. Blouch.
Blouch.
this exclusion
exclusion does
does not

(N.T.,
fifteen exclusions,
(N.T., 9/23/08,
9/23/08, at
at 42).
42). Other
Otherthan
than in
inits
itsNew
NewMatter,
Matter,where
wherereference
reference is
is made
made to fifteen
Erie
never before
before advanced
advanced the
theexclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water”
basis for
for the
the Court
Court to
to find
find that
Erie had
had never
water”as
as aa basis
that

the
from coverage.
the Loss was excluded from
coverage.

Erie’s
quintessential “Hail
“Hail Mary
Erie’s attempt
attempt at
at the quintessential
Marypass”
pass” notwithstanding,
notwithstanding,Green
Green Street
Street reviews
herein,
seriatim, the
post-trial submission.
herein, seriatim,
the four
four (4)
(4)exclusions
exclusionsadvanced
advanced by
by Erie
Erie in
in its
its post-trial
submission. None
None excludes
excludes

the
the Loss from coverage.
coverage.

II.
II.

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF
OF ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
Green
Street respectfully
respectfully contends
contends that
that Erie
Erie has
hasfailed
failed to
to meet
meetits
itsburden
burdento
toprove
provethat
thatthe
theLoss
Green Street
Loss

is
excluded by
by operation
operation of
of any
any of
of the
the four
four (4)
(4) exclusions
exclusions upon
upon which
which it
it now
is excluded
now relies.
relies.
First,
exclusion for
First, the
the exclusion
for “rain”
“rain”does
doesnot
notapply,
apply,because
because itit was
was not
not raining
rainingat
at the
the time
time of
of the
the Loss
Loss

and
had not
not rained
rainedfor
for seven
seven(7)
(7)hours
hoursprior
priorto
tothe
theLoss.
Loss. Moreover,
Moreover, even
even ifif the
the offending
offending water
water could
could
and had
be
characterized as
as“rain,”
“rain,” the
when the
the cover
cover that
that had
had been
beenon
be characterized
the roof
roof of
ofthe
the Property
Propertysustained
sustained damage
damage when
on

the
roof, over
the interior
interior roof
the roof,
over the
roof drain,
drain, blew
blew away
away in
in the
the high
high winds
windson
on the
the day
day of
of the
the Loss.
Loss.
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Second,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
Pennsylvania law
law defines
defines
Second, the
“surface water”
water”does
does not
not apply,
apply,because
because Pennsylvania

“surface water”
water” as
as water on the
the surface
surface of the
the ground, and the offending
offending water
water was
was never
never on the
surface
considered surface
surfacewater
waterwhile
while it
surface of the ground. Further,
Further, even
even ififthe
the water
water could
could have
have been
been considered

remained
on the
the roof,
roof, it
it was
actively diverted
of the
the interior
interior roof
remained on
was actively
diverted by
by use
use of
roof drain,
drain,and
and lost
lost its
its character
character
as
surfacewater
waterat
atthat
thattime.
time. Therefore,
Therefore, by
by the
the time
time the
the water
water flowed
flowed from
from the
into
as surface
the interior
interior drain
drain and
and into

the Property, it was
if itithad
was no
no longer
longer surface
surface water
water when
when the
the Loss
Loss occurred, even if
had been
been surface
surface

water previously.
Third,
failed to
Third, the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for“rust
“rustororcorrosion”
corrosion”does
doesnot
notapply
applybecause
because Erie
Erie has
has failed
to prove
prove
that
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion was
sole cause
causeof
of the
theseparation
separationof
of the
thePVC
PVC pipe
pipe from
from the
that rust
was either
either present
present or
or the
the sole
the
roof
roof drain.
drain.InInthe
thealternative,
alternative,the
theexclusion
exclusiondoes
doesnot
notexclude
excludecoverage
coveragefor
forthe
theLoss,
Loss,because
because the
the Loss
Loss

that
ensued from
from any rust or corrosion was not otherwise excluded.
that ensued
Fourth,
does
Fourth, the
the exclusion
exclusionfor
for“deterioration”
“deterioration”
doesnot
notbar
barcoverage
coveragefor
forthe
theLoss
Lossfor
forthree
threereasons.
reasons.

Deterioration
phenomenon,and
andthe
the only
only “deterioration”
Deterioration is considered
considered a natural and
and expected
expected phenomenon,
suggested
byErie
Erie was
wasneither
neithernatural
naturalnor
nor expected.
expected. It was the result of an
suggested by
an external force, water,
causing
rust or
or corrosion.
corrosion. Second,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration” cannot
include
causing rust
Second, the
cannotbe
be considered
considered to
to include

damage
causedby
byrust
rustororcorrosion,
corrosion,as
asErie
Eriewrote
wroteaaspecific
specificexclusion
exclusionfor
for “rust
“rust or
or corrosion”
corrosion” and
damage caused
and
inserted
after that
that for
for “deterioration.”
“deterioration.” Such
inserted itit after
Suchaaspecific
specificexclusion
exclusiontrumps
trumpsaamore
moregeneral
generalone,
one, and
and is
is

informative
limitations of
exclusion. Lastly,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “rust
“rust or
or
informativeas
as to
to the
the limitations
ofthe
the general
general exclusion.
Lastly,because
because the
corrosion”
from rust
corrosion,
corrosion”specifically
specificallystates
statesthat
thatcoverage
coveragewill
willexist
existfor
forany
anylosses
lossesthat
thatensue
ensue from
rust or
or corrosion,

the deterioration
exclusion cannot
cannot be
be interpreted
interpreted to
to bar
bar coverage
coveragefor
for the
the Loss.
Loss. Otherwise,
deterioration exclusion
Otherwise, the
the
coverage
afforded by
by the
theensuing
ensuingloss
lossprovision
provisionininthe
theexclusion
exclusionfor
for “rust
“rust or
or corrosion” would
coverage afforded
would be
be

illusory.
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When
sold the
the Policy,
Policy, itit knew that itit was
was issuing
issuingan
anall-risk
all-risk policy.
policy. Under
When Erie wrote and
and sold
Under an
an
all-risk
all-riskpolicy,
policy,all
allfortuitous
fortuitouslosses
lossesare
arecovered,
covered, even
even those
those resulting from
from the
the insured’s
insured’s negligence,
negligence,

unless
the insurer
insurer proves
provesthat
thataaloss
lossisisspecifically
specificallyexcluded
excludedin
inthe
thepolicy.
policy. Miller
Miller v.
unless the
v.Boston
Boston Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co.,
420
Pa. 566,
566,218
218A.2d
A.2d275,
275,280
280(1966);
(1966);Betz
Betzv.v.Erie
ErieIns.
Ins.Exch.,
Exch., ___
___A.2d
A.2d at
at ___,
___, 2008
2008WL
WL 4291513,
4291513,
420 Pa.
*6
22, 2008);
2008); Spece
v. Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Gp.,
Gp., 850
2004). Erie
*6 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. Sept.
Sept. 22,
Spece v.
850 A.2d
A.2d 679,
679, 683
683 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. 2004).
Erie has
has

not
in this
not done
done so
so in
this case.
case.

In the
the context of an
an all-risk
all-risk policy,
policy, the
the unknown
unknown risk
risk ofofloss
lossisisborne
borneby
bythe
theinsurance
insurance
company under
under Pennsylvania
Pennsylvanialaw.
law. Miller,
Miller, 218
(if otherwise
218 A.2d
A.2d at
at 278 (if
otherwise “the
“the inclusive
inclusive character
character of
the
coverageafforded
afforded[by
[by an
anall-risk
all-risk policy]
policy] would
mere delusion.”
delusion.” Having
the coverage
wouldbe
be aa mere
Havingnot
notproven
proven that
that the
the

Loss is specifically
specifically excluded,
burden of proof. Therefore,
excluded, Erie has failed to meet its burden
Therefore,Green
Green Street
Street
respectfully
Erie on
on Erie’s
Erie’s
respectfullyrequests
requests that
that the
the Court
Courtenter
enter judgment
judgmentininfavor
favorofofGreen
GreenStreet
Street and
and against
against Erie

Counterclaim.
judgment shall
shall fully
fully resolve all
Counterclaim. Pursuant
Pursuant to the parties’ Stipulation, entry of such
such judgment
issues
in this
¶¶ 3,
3, 66 &
& 7).
issues in
this case.
case. (P-1, ¶¶

III.
III.

ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT

Erie’s
for Property Owners
Erie’s Ultrasure
Ultrasure Package
Package for

On the day in
Green Street
Street and
andthe
theproperty
propertyat
atNew
New York
York
in question,
question, September
September 28, 2004, Green
Drive
Drive (hereinafter
(hereinafter“Property”)
“Property”)were
wereinsured
insuredunder
underan
anall-risk,
all-risk,commercial
commercialinsurance
insurancepolicy
policyissued
issued by
by

Erie, bearing Policy
Policy Number
Number Q41
Q41 0970052
0970052 A,
A, which,
which,ininaddition
additiontotoother
otherinsurance
insurancecoverage
coverage and
and

protection,
(hereinafter “Erie’s
“Erie’s
protection, provided indemnity to
to Green
Green Street
Street for damage
damage to the Property (hereinafter
Policy”
Policy”or
or “Policy”).
“Policy”).(P-2,
(P-2,¶ ¶4;4;P-3).
P-3).The
Theinsurance
insurancepolicy
policyininquestion
questionwas
wasaastandard
standard policy
policyissued
issued

by Erie and
and entitled
entitled “Ultrasure Package
Policy for
for Property
PropertyOwners.”
Owners.” (P-3; N.T.,
Package Policy
N.T., 9/23/08,
9/23/08, at 31).
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Pursuant
to the
the Policy’s
Policy’s Insuring
to pay
pay for
for “loss”
“loss” of
Pursuant to
Insuring Agreement,
Agreement, Erie
Erie agreed
agreed to
of or
or damage
damage to
Covered
Property .. .. .. caused
causedby
byor
orresulting
resultingfrom
from any
anyCovered
CoveredCause
CauseofofLoss.”
Loss.” (P-3
(P-3 at
at Ultrasure
Ultrasure for
for
Covered Property

Property
Owners’ Commercial
Coverages, at
atp.
p.1).
1). In turn, the Policy
Policy
Property Owners’
CommercialProp.
Prop. Coverage
Coverage Part,
Part, at § 11 –- Coverages,

defines
“Covered Cause
Causeof
of Loss”
Loss” as
asbeing
being“risk
“risk of
of “loss”
“loss” .. .. .. except
exceptas
asexcluded
excludedininthis
thispolicy.”
policy.” (Id.
(Id.
defines “Covered

at § 2 -– Perils
Perils Insured
Insured Against, at p. 3). “Loss,”
“Loss,” as
as used
used in the Policy, is defined
defined as “direct and
and
accidental
loss of
of or
or damage
damagetotocovered
coveredproperty.”
property.” (Id.
(Id. at
at §§ 11
11–- Definitions,
Definitions, at
accidental loss
at p. 16).
On
28, 2004,
2004, at
at approximately
approximately 6:00pm.,
of FletcherFletcherOn September
September 28,
6:00pm., David
DavidFletcher,
Fletcher,the
the President
President of

Harlee, aa tenant
tenant at
at the
the Property,
Property, heard
heardaaloud
loudbang
bangcoming
comingfrom
from the
the interior
interior area
area of
of the
the building.
building.

When he came
upon the
the scene,
scene,he
heobserved
observedwater
waterfrom
fromabove
abovethe
theceiling
ceiling tiles
tiles pouring
pouring into the
came upon
the
building
that Fletcher-Harlee
Fletcher-Harlee used
usedas
asits
its“print
“print room”
room” (hereinafter
(hereinafter “Loss”).
“Loss”). (P-2;
6; N.T.,
N.T.,
buildingininan
an area
area that
(P-2; ¶¶ 6;

9/22/08, at 43
43 &
& 45).
The
caused when
when aa PVC
PVC pipe,
pipe, located
located above
above the
the ceiling
ceiling tiles
The Loss
Loss was
was caused
tiles and
and connected
connected to
to an
an

interior
dislodged. (P-2;
interior drain
drainon
on the
the roof,
roof, spontaneously
spontaneously dislodged.
(P-2;¶¶ 7).
7). The
Thepurpose
purpose of
of the
the interior
interior drain
drain was
was

to
from the roof,
roof, take
take itit inside the
the building
building and
then remove
removeit.
it. (N.T.,
to remove water from
and then
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 10;
10;

D-4b; P-4d &
& P-4e).
P-4e).
After
stipulated that
that the
the claim
claim submitted
submitted
After discovery
discoverywas
was concluded
concluded in
in this
this action,
action, the
the parties
parties stipulated
by
Street in
in respect
respect to
to the
the Loss
Loss of
of September
September 28,
28, 2004,
2004, “is
“is covered
covered
by Green
Green Street
covered by
by the
the Policy
Policyas
as aa covered

claim
it falls
claim unless
unless it
falls within
withinone
oneor
ormore
moreexclusions
exclusions under
under the
the Policy.
Policy. The
Theissue
issueto
to be
be adjudicated
adjudicated is
is
whether
claim is
of the
whether the
the claim
is excluded
excluded under
under the
the Policy,
Policy, as
as informed
informed by
bythe
the facts
facts and
and circumstances
circumstances of
the

loss
thereafter and
and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvanialaw,
law,oror any
any other
other law
law the
loss and
and events
events thereafter
the Court
Court deems
deems to be
be
persuasive[.]” (P-1
& 5,
(P-1 at
at ¶¶
¶¶ 3 &
5, at
at p. 2).
Erie
least as
asof
ofits
its post-trial
post-trial submission, upon
upon four
four exclusions in
in the Policy
Policy in
Erie now
now relies,
relies, at
at least

an
attempt to
to meet
meet its
its burden
burden of
of proving
proving that the
the loss
loss is
is excluded
excluded under
underthe
thePolicy.
Policy. In the
an attempt
the order
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presented
by Erie
Erie in
in its submissions,
submissions, they
they are:
are: (1) rain; (2)
presented by
(2) surface
surface water; (3) rust
rust or corrosion; and
and

(4) deterioration.
deterioration. These
These exclusions
exclusions are
are contained
contained in the
the Policy
Policy language,
language, in pertinent
pertinent part,
part, as
as

follows:

SECTION III
III-–EXCLUSIONS
EXCLUSIONS
A.

Coverages 1, 2 and 3

We do not cover under Building(s)
Building(s) (Coverage
(Coverage 1) . . . “loss”
“loss”or
ordamage
damage

caused
directlyororindirectly
indirectlyby
byany
anyofofthe
thefollowing.
following. Such
caused directly
Such “loss” or
damage
is
excluded
regardless
of
any
cause
or
event
that
contributes
damage is
regardless of
cause or event
concurrently
to the
the“loss”:
“loss”:
concurrently or
or in
in any
any sequence
sequence to
1.
1.

Deterioration
Deterioration or
or depreciation.
depreciation.

...
6.
6.

Water
a.
a. Flood,
Flood, surface
surface water,
water, waves,
waves, tidal
tidal water
water or
or tidal
tidal wave,
wave,

overflow
overflow of any
any body
body of
of water
water or
ortheir
theirspray,
spray, all
all
whether driven
driven by wind or not;
b. [deleted
[deleted by
by Endorsement]

c. Water
on, or
Water under
under the
the ground
ground surface
surface pressing
pressing on,
or
flowing
flowingor
orseeping
seeping through:
1) Foundations,
Foundations,walls,
walls,floors
floorsororpaved
pavedsurfaces;
surfaces;

2) Sidewalks,
Sidewalks, or
or driveways;
driveways;
3) Basements,
Basements, whether
whether paved or not; or

4) Doors,
Doors,windows
windowsor
orother
otheropenings.
openings.
But ififWater,
Water,as
as described
described in 6.a through 6.c results in
fire, explosion,
explosion, sprinkler
sprinkler leakage,
leakage, volcanic
volcanic action,
action, or
building glass
breakage,we
wewill
will pay
pay for
for the
the “loss”
“loss” or
glass breakage,
damage
caused by
by such
such perils.
perils.
damage caused

...
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B.

Coverages 1, 2 and 3

We do not cover under
Building(s) (Coverage
(Coverage1)1). . .. .. “loss”
under Building(s)
caused:
caused:

1.
1.

By
a. Wear
tear, rust
rust or
or corrosion,
corrosion, mold or rotting;
Wear and tear,

...

unless
“loss” ensues,
unless aa covered
covered “loss”
ensues, and then
then only
only for
for
ensuing
“loss”.
ensuing “loss”.
...
5.
5.

To the interior of
of the
the building
building or
or the
the contents
contents by rain,
snow,
sand or
or dust,
dust, whether
whether driven
driven by
by wind
wind or not,
snow, sand
not,
unless
the
exterior
of
the
building
first
sustains
damage
unless the exterior
building first sustains damage
to its roof or walls by
by aa covered
covered“loss”.
“loss”. . . .

(P-3,
supra, at
at §§ 33 –- Exclusions,
3-5) (italics
(italics added).
(P-3, supra,
Exclusions, at
at pgs.
pgs. 3-5)
added).

The Rules
Rules of
of Policy
PolicyInterpretation
Interpretation and the
the “All
“All Risk”
Risk”Policy
Policyat
atIssue
Issue

Interpretation
contract is
is aaquestion
questionof
oflaw
law for
for aa court.
court. Gamble
Farm, Inc.
Inc. v.
v.
Interpretation of
of an
an insurance
insurance contract
Gamble Farm,
Selective
Ins. Co.,
Co., 656
656 A.2d
A.2d 142,
Super. 1995)
1995) (citations
(citations omitted);
omitted); DiFabio
DiFabio v.
Selective Ins.
142, 143
143 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
v. Centaur
Centaur Ins.
Ins.
Co.,
A.2d 1141,
Super. 1987)
1987) (citations
(citations omitted).
omitted). The
in interpreting
Co., 531
531 A.2d
1141, 1142
1142 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
The goal
goal in
interpreting an
an insurance
insurance

policy
policy isis to
to ascertain
ascertain the
the intent
intent of
of the
the parties.
parties. 401
401 Fourth
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Investors
Investors Ins.
Ins. Gp.,
Gp., 583
583 Pa.445,
Pa.445,
879
A.2d 166,
171 (2005)
(2005) (citation
(citation omitted).
and
879 A.2d
166, 171
omitted). Words
Words
andphrases
phrasesofofcommon
commonusage
usage should
should be
be given
given

their
meanings. Madison Constr.
Harleysville Mut.
their ordinary
ordinary and
and customary meanings.
Constr. Co. v. Harleysville
Mut.Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 557
557 Pa.
Pa.
595,
735 A.2d
A.2d 100,
(1999).
595, 735
100, 108
108 (1999).
Clauses
in an
an insurance
insurance policy
policy providing
providing coverage
interpreted broadly,
broadly, “so
to afford
afford the
Clauses in
coverage are
are interpreted
“so as
as to
the

greatest
possibleprotection
protection to
to the
the insured.”
insured.” Eichelberger
greatest possible
Eichelberger v.
v. Warner,
Warner, 434
434 A.2d
A.2d747,
747,750
750(Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super.

1981).
the insurer.”
insurer.” Continental
1981). Conversely,
Conversely, “[p]olicy
“[p]olicyexclusions
exclusions are
are strictly
strictly construed
construed against
against the
Continental
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Casualty
Co. v. County of
Casualty Co.
of Chester,
Chester, 244 F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d 403, 408 (E.D. Pa.
Pa. 2003) (citations omitted)
(interpreting
law); Miller
Miller v.
(interpreting Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law);
v.Boston
BostonIns.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 420
420 Pa.
Pa. 566,
566, 218
218 A.2d
A.2d 275,
275, 280
280 (1966);
(1966);
Eichelberger,
(citations omitted).
becauseinsurance
insurance
434 A.2d
A.2d at
at 750
750 (citations
omitted).These
Theserules
rulesare
are necessary
necessary because
policies
Eichelberger, 434
policies

generally,
as is
is the
the case
casewith
with Erie’s
Erie’s Policy,
Policy, are
contracts of
of adhesion.
adhesion. Eichelberger,
Eichelberger, 434
434 A.2d
A.2d at
generally, as
are contracts
at 750
750

(citation omitted).
Where,
here, an
aninsurer
insurer relies
relies upon
upon aapolicy
policy exclusion
exclusion to
the insurer
insurer has
has the
Where, as
as here,
to deny
deny coverage,
coverage, the
the

burden
of proving
proving that
that the
theexclusion
exclusionapplies.
applies. Miller,
Miller, 218
A.2d at
277 (citations
(citations omitted).
omitted). “The
burden of
218 A.2d
at 277
“The insurer
insurer
can
sustainits
itsburden
burdenonly
onlyby
byestablishing
establishing[an]
[an]exclusion’s
exclusion’s applicability
applicability by
can sustain
by uncontroverted
uncontroverted facts
facts in
in the
the

record.”
at 407
407 (citing
(citing Mistick,
Mistick, Inc.
244 F.
F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d at
Inc. v.
v. Northwestern
Northwestern Nat.
Nat.
record.” Continental
ContinentalCasualty
Casualty Co.,
Co., 244
Casualty
806 A.2d
A.2d 39, 42 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super.2002);
2002);Butterfield
Butterfield v. Giuntoli,
Giuntoli, 670
Casualty Co., 806
670 A.2d
A.2d 646,
646, 651-52
651-52 (Pa.
(Pa.
Super.
1995), alloc.
alloc. denied,
546 Pa.
Pa. 635,
635, 683
683 A.2d
A.2d 875
875 (1996)).
(1996)).
Super. 1995),
denied, 546
A
contract should
A court
court should
should not
not interpret
interpretpolicy
policylanguage
languagein
inaa vacuum;
vacuum; rather,
rather, the
the insurance
insurance contract
should
be
interpreted with
with aa view
view toward
avoid rendering
rendering portions
portions of
of itit contradictory
be interpreted
toward the
the entire
entire policy,
policy,“so
“soas
as to
to avoid
contradictory

and
inoperative by
by giving
giving effect
andnullifying
nullifying others.”
and inoperative
effect to
to some
some clauses
clauses and
others.”22Lee
LeeR.
R.Russ
Russ and
and Thomas
Thomas F.
F.

Segalia,
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance3d,
3d,§§22.30,
22.30,atat22-65
22-65&& §§ 22:43,
22:43, at
at 22-92
22-92 &
& 22-93
Segalia, Couch
22-93 (1995) (citations
omitted);
omitted); 401
401 Fourth
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.,
Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 171.
171.
When
and unambiguous,
unambiguous, the
thelanguage
languageshould
shouldbebegiven
giveneffect.
effect.Madison
When policy
policylanguage
language is
is clear
clear and
Madison

Constr.
Co., 735
735 A.2d
A.2d at
at 108
108 (citation
(citation omitted).
omitted). However,
Constr. Co.,
However,"[a]
"[a]contract
contractisisambiguous
ambiguousififititisisreasonably
reasonably

susceptible
of different
sense." 401
susceptible of
different constructions
constructions and
and capable
capable of
of being
being understood
understood in
in more
more than
than one
one sense."
401
Fourth
Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
171 (citations
(citations omitted).
insurance policy
policy
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.,
at 171
omitted). Stated
Statedanother
another way,
way, terms
terms of
of an
an insurance
are
ambiguous if
if they
subject to
to `more
`more than
than one
one interpretation
interpretation when
when applied
applied to
particular set
of
are ambiguous
they "are
"are subject
to aa particular
set of

facts."
facts." Gamble
Gamble Farm,
Farm, 656
656 A.2d
A.2d at
at 143
143 (quoting DiFabio,
DiFabio, 531
531 A.2d
A.2d at
at 1143).
1143).
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When
insured is
isavailable,
available,aacourt
courtmay
When extrinsic
extrinsicevidence
evidence of
of the
the mutual
mutual intent
intentof
ofthe
the insurer
insurer and
and insured
may

examine
such evidence
evidenceto
toresolve
resolvethe
theambiguity.
ambiguity.DiFabio,
DiFabio, 531
531 A.2d
A.2d at
at1142;
1142;Motor
Motor Coils
Coils Mfg.
Mfg. Co.
v.
examine such
Co. v.

American
Super. 1982).
1982). However,
unilateral intent
intent is
is
American Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 454
454 A.2d
A.2d 1044,
1044, 1048
1048 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
However, one
one party's
party's unilateral

irrelevant unless
unless there
thereisis evidence
evidencethat
thatitit was
wascommunicated
communicatedtotothe
theother
otherparty.
party. Celley
Celley v.
v. Mutual
Benefit
1975) (citations
(citations omitted).
omitted).
Benefit Health
Health &
&Accident
AccidentAss'n,
Ass'n,324
324 A.2d
A.2d430,
430,435
435 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. 1975)
If
ambiguity in
insurancepolicy,
If extrinsic
extrinsicevidence
evidenceisis unavailable,
unavailable,or
orififititdoes
doesnot
notresolve
resolve an
an ambiguity
in an
an insurance
policy,

the
ambiguity is
most strongly
strongly against
against the
the drafter
drafter of
of the
thelanguage,
language,the
theinsurer.
insurer.Motor
Motor Coils,
Coils,
the ambiguity
is construed
construed most

454
A.2d at
(citation omitted);
454 A.2d
at 1049
1049 (citation
omitted); 401
401 Fourth
Fourth Street,
Street, Inc.,
Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 174.
174.

Understanding the type
type of
of policy
policy at
at issue is also important in ascertaining the intent of the

parties
and,accordingly,
accordingly,how
howthe
thepolicy
policyshould
shouldbe
beinterpreted.
interpreted.Erie’s
Erie’sPolicy
Policyisisan
an“all-risk”
“all-risk” policy.
policy.
parties and,
See
T.H.E. Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v.
v. Charles
Charles Boyer
Boyer Children’s
Children’s Tr., 455 F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d 284,
284, 290-91
290-91 &
& n.3 (M.D.
(M.D. Pa.
See T.H.E.
Pa.
2006),
aff’d, 269
Appx. 220
policy’s insuring
2006), aff’d,
269 Fed.
Fed. Appx.
220 (3d Cir. 2008)
2008) (describing policy’s
insuringagreement
agreement containing

nearly-identical language
languageas
asErie’s
Erie’sPolicy
Policyasas“effectively
“effectivelythe
thedefinition
definitionof
ofan
anall-risk
all-risk policy”).
policy”).
“[U]nder
“[U]nderan
anall-risk
all-riskproperty
propertypolicy,
policy,the
theinsuring
insuringagreement
agreementgives
givesaabroad
broad grant
grant of
of coverage
coverage
and
then specifically
specifically enumerates
in the
that are
are excluded
excluded from
from coverage.”
coverage.”
and then
enumerates in
the policy
policythe
the types
types of
of losses
losses that
1
(Supp. 2007).
2007). In
In
1 Jeffrey
JeffreyW.
W.Stempel,
Stempel,Stempel
Stempelon
onInsurance
Insurance Contracts,
Contracts, §§ 15.01[B],
15.01[B],atat 15-5
15-5 (3d
(3d ed.)
ed.) (Supp.

this
the parties
parties intend
intend that
that “all
“all losses
are covered
coveredexcept
exceptfor
for those
thosespecifically
specifically excluded.”
excluded.”
this respect,
respect, the
losses are

Spece
v. Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Gp.,
Gp., 850
850A.2d
A.2d 679,
679,683
683(Pa.
(Pa.Super.
Super.2004)
2004)(characterizing
(characterizing
all-riskpolicy).
policy). Put
all-risk
Spece v.
another
“[a]ll risk
another way, “[a]ll
riskcoverage
coveragecovers
covers all
alllosses
losses which
whichare
are fortuitous
fortuitousno
nomatter
matterwhat
whatcaused
caused the

loss, including
including the
the insured’s
insured’s own
ownnegligence,
negligence, unless
unless the
the insurer
insurer expressly
expressly advises
advises otherwise.” 1
Stempel,
supra, at§
at§ 15.01[B],
15.01[B], at
15-5 n.3
n.3 (citation
(citation omitted);
also Miller,
Miller, 218
278 (holding
(holding
Stempel, supra,
at 15-5
omitted);see
see also
218 A.2d
A.2d at
at 278
that
all-risk policy
that all-risk
policymust
mustbe
be“given
“givenaabroad
broadand
andcomprehensive
comprehensivemeaning
meaningas
as to
to covering
coveringany
anyloss
loss other
other

than aa willful
willful or
2008 WL
WL
orfraudulent
fraudulentact
act of
of the
the insured.”);
insured.”);Betz
Betz v.
v. Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Exch.,
Exch., ___ A.2d
A.2d at ___, 2008
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4291513
4291513 *6
*6 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. Sept.
Sept. 22,
22, 2008)
2008) (same).
(same).

“Consistent with
with these
general rules,
rules, under
underan
anall-risk
all-risk policy,
policy, the
the unknown
unknown risk of loss is
these general
borne
Segerdahl, Policyholder’s
Policyholder’s
borne by the insurer.” 11Peter
Peter J.
J. Kalis,
Kalis,Thomas
Thomas M.
M.Reiter
Reiterand
andJames
James R. Segerdahl,

Guide to the Law of
13.09[A], at
alsoMiller,
Miller, 218
of Insurance
Insurance Coverage,
Coverage, §§ 13.09[A],
at 13-66 (Supp. 2008); see
see also

A.2d at 278 (if
(if otherwise
coverageafforded
afforded[by
[by an
anall-risk
all-risk policy]
policy]
otherwise “the
“the inclusive
inclusive character
character of the coverage
would
mere delusion.”).
delusion.”).
would be
be a mere

With
we turn
turn to the four exclusions now
With these
these rules of contract interpretation understood,
understood, we
relied upon by Erie
basesfor
for its
its contention
contention that
that the
the Loss
Loss is
is excluded
excluded from
from coverage.
coverage. As noted
Erie as
as bases

above,
has stipulated
stipulated that
that the
the Loss
Loss is
is covered
coveredunless
unlessitit meets
meetsits
itsburden
burdenininproving
proving that
that itit is
above, Erie has
excluded
operation of
or more
more exclusions
exclusions in
in the
Policy. (P-1
excluded from
from coverage
coverage by
by operation
of one
one or
the Policy.
(P-1atat¶¶
¶¶ 33 &
& 5,
5, at
at p.
p.

2).
2). Because
Because Erie
Erie has
has not
not met
met its
its burden,
burden, judgment
judgment should
should be
be entered
entered in
in favor
favor of
ofGreen
Green Street
Street and
and
against
the insurer.
insurer.
against the

A.

ERIE
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
ERIE HAS
HASNOT
NOTPROVEN
PROVENTHAT
THAT
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
POLICY
POLICY EXCLUSION
EXCLUSIONFOR
FOR“RAIN.”
“RAIN.”

The
first exclusion
causedby
by“rain.”
“rain.”
The first
exclusion discussed
discussed by Erie in
in its
its submission
submission is
is that
that for
for damage
damage caused
This
for itit was
This exclusion
exclusionisis not
notapplicable
applicablefor
fortwo
tworeasons.
reasons.First,
First,the
thedamage
damagewas
wasnot
notcaused
caused by
by rain,
rain, for
was

not raining at the time of
the term
term “rain”
“rain” must
of the
the loss.
loss. Second,
Second, even
even if,
if, assuming
assuming arguendo, the
must be
be
interpreted
include water
the exclusion
exclusion is
is
interpreted to
to include
water draining
draining from
fromaa roof
roofinto
intoaaroof
roofdrain,
drain,as
as Erie
Erie contends,
contends, the
inapplicable
the roof
roof blew
blew away.
inapplicablebecause
because the
the roof
roof sustained
sustained exterior
exteriordamage
damage when
when the
the drain
drain cover
cover on
on the
away.

1.
1.

The “Rain”
“Rain” Exclusion
Falling At
At
ExclusionDoes
Does Not
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because No Rain Was Falling
The Time Of
The
Loss.
Of The Loss.

The language
language of
of the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “rain”
“rain” states:
states:
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B.

Coverages 1, 2 and 3

We do not cover under
Building(s) (Coverage
(Coverage1)1). . .. .. “loss”
under Building(s)
caused:
caused:

...
5.
5.

To the interior of
of the
the building
building or
or the
the contents
contents by rain,
snow,
sand
or
dust,
whether
driven
by wind
wind or not,
snow, sand or dust, whether driven by
not,
unless
the exterior
exterior of the building
building first
unless the
firstsustains
sustains damage
damage
to its roof or walls by
by aa covered
covered“loss”.
“loss”. . . .

(P-3,
supra, at
at §§ 33 –- Exclusions,
4-5) (italics
(italics added).
(P-3, supra,
Exclusions, at
at pgs.
pgs. 4-5)
added).
As
relevant, only
only damage
to the
theinterior
interior of
of aa building
building caused
by“rain”
“rain” is
this
As is
is relevant,
damage to
caused by
is excluded
excluded by
by this
exclusion.
exclusion. The
Theparties
partieshave
have stipulated
stipulatedthat
thatno
no “rain”
“rain”fell
fellatatany
anytime
timeininthe
theseven
sevenhours
hourspreceding
preceding the
the

Loss.
11). The
Loss. (P-2;
(P-2; ¶¶ 11).
The exclusion
exclusion for “rain”
“rain”does
does not
not apply.
apply. ItItwas
wasnot
notraining
rainingwhen
when the
the Loss
Loss

occurred.
occurred.

“Rain”
216 F.2d
F.2d 626
“Rain”isisnot
notdefined
defined in
inthe
the Policy.
Policy. InInBerman
Bermanv.v.Aetna
AetnaCasualty
Casualty&&Sur.
Sur.Co.,
Co.,216
(3d
Cir. 1954),
Third Circuit,
(3d Cir.
1954), the
the Third
Circuit,inininterpreting
interpretingPennsylvania
Pennsylvanialaw,
law,quoted
quoted with
withapproval
approval aa dictionary

definition
definitionof
of“rain”
“rain”asasbeing
being“[t]he
“[t]hecondensed
condensedvapor
vaporofofthe
theatmosphere
atmosphere falling
fallingto
tothe
the earth
earth in
in drops

large enough
enough to
to attain sensible
sensible velocity.”
velocity.” Id.
Id.atat628
628(emphasis
(emphasisadded).
added). Perhaps
Perhapsthe
the leading
leading case
case
addressing
the definition
definition to
Fire
addressing the
tobe
be afforded
afforded“rain”
“rain”ininthe
thecontext
contextofofinsurance
insurancecoverage
coverageisisState
State Farm
Farm Fire

and Casualty
Casualty Co.
Co. v.
v. Paulson,
Paulson,756
756P.2d
P.2d764
764(Wyo.
(Wyo.1988).
1988). There, the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Court of
of Wyoming
Wyoming

cited to and
and expounded
expoundedupon
uponthe
thedefinition
definition offered
offered by
by the
theThird
Third Circuit
Circuit in Berman:

Rain is ordinarily
ordinarily and
water falling
falling from the
and commonly thought
thought of
of as water

sky.
one
does
say
it isit “raining”
sky. After
Afterit itstops
stopsfalling,
falling,
one
doesnot
not
saythat
that
is “raining”
although
there
may
still
be
wet
sidewalks
and
streets,
puddles
of water
although there may still be wet sidewalks and streets, puddles of
water
resulting
through
gutters
and and
resulting from the
the rain,
rain,ororwater
waterrunning
running
through
gutters
elsewhere
asaaresult
resultof
of the
the rain.
rain. ItItisisnot
elsewhere as
notcommon
commonor
orusual
usual to
to say
say in
such
instancesthat
thatititisisstill
still raining.
such instances
Id.
Id. at
at 767
767 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
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“Rain,”
water falling
falling from
“Rain,”the
theterm
termused
used by
by Erie
Erie in
in its
its Policy
Policyexclusion,
exclusion,isisbest
best defined
defined as
as water
from the
the

sky. Id.;
also Thorell
Thorell v. Union
Union Ins. Co., 492 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 879,
Id.;Berman,
Berman,216
216 F.2d
F.2d at
at 628;
628; see
see also
879, 883 (Neb.
1998)
observing that
that it
it is
consistent with
with
756 P.2d
P.2d at
at 767)
767) (defining
(definingrain
rainas
as such
such and
and observing
is consistent
1998) (citing
(citingPaulson,
Paulson, 756

the ordinary meaning ascribed
to the
the term). Therefore,
ascribed to
Therefore, the
the most
most reasonable
reasonable interpretation of the
the
“rain”
where itit is actually raining.
“rain”exclusion
exclusionisisthat
thatititapplies
appliesonly
onlytotothose
those circumstances
circumstances where

Of course,
extent Erie’s suggested
definition of
of “rain,”
“rain,” as
course, to the extent
suggested definition
as including
including water
water that
that has
has
accumulated
roof after
accumulated on
on aa roof
after itit had
had stopped
stopped raining,
raining, isis reasonable,
reasonable, this
this Court
Court must
must strictly
strictlyconstrue
construe the
the

exclusion
Erie, the
the drafter
drafter of
of its
its language.
in its
its Policy
Policy that
exclusion against
against Erie,
language. In
In this
this regard,
regard, Erie
Erie did
did not
not state
state in
that
damage
causedby
by“rainwater”
“rainwater” was
excluded from
from coverage.
by
damage caused
was excluded
coverage. ItItstated
statedonly
onlythat
thatdamage
damage caused
caused by
“rain”
not to
to define
define the
the term.
term. If
If Erie
Erie had
had intended
intended to
to exclude
exclude “rainwater,”
“rainwater,” or
or
“rain”was
wasexcluded
excludedand
and chose
chose not

exclude
damage resulting
resulting from
from what
what was,
was, at
at one
onetime,
time, “rain,”
“rain,” ititcould
exclude any
any damage
couldhave
have easily
easily inserted
inserted such
such
1 It did not. Because the interpretation suggested by Green Street is,
language
itsPolicy.
Policy.1
language ininits
It did not. Because the interpretation suggested by Green Street is, at the
at the

very
reasonable one,
one,and
andbecause
becauseno
no“rain”
“rain” was
wasfalling
falling at
the time
time of
not
very least,
least, aa reasonable
at the
of the
the Loss,
Loss, Erie
Erie has
has not

met its burden of proof
proof that
that the Loss is within
within the
the Policy
Policyexclusion
exclusionfor
forinterior
interiordamage
damagecaused
caused by

“rain.”

2.
2.

The “Rain”
Because
Roof
Of Of
TheThe
“Rain”Exclusion
ExclusionDoes
DoesNot
NotApply,
Apply,
BecauseThe
The
Roof
Property
Was
Damaged
By
A
Covered
Cause
Of
Loss.
Property Was Damaged By A Covered Cause

Moreover,
even if, assuming
arguendo, this
this Court
Court was
Moreover, even
assuming arguendo,
was to define
define “rain”
“rain”as
asnecessarily
necessarily

including “rainwater,” the
the exclusion
exclusion would
would be
be inapplicable.
inapplicable. The
TheCourt
Courtheard
hearduncontroverted
uncontroverted

1 Compare Horizon III R.E. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 186 F.Supp.2d 1000 (D. Mn.
1
Compare Horizon III R.E. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 186 F.Supp.2d 1000 (D. Mn. 2002)
(where,
unlike Erie’s
by or
or resulting
resulting from rain,”
rain,” court
court
(where,2002)
unlike
Erie’sPolicy,
Policy,exclusion
exclusionwas
wasfor
forany
anydamage
damage “caused
“caused by
held as
inapposite
and
irrelevant
that
rainwater
had
accumulated
on
roof
before
entering
building
as inapposite and irrelevant
had accumulated on roof before entering building
through
portion of
through damage
damage portion
of roof)
roof)(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
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testimony
subject interior
interior drain
missing immediately
immediately after
testimony that
that the roof cap
cap for the subject
drain was
was found to be missing
after
the
and that
thatthere
therewere
werestrong
strongwinds
windson
onthe
theday
dayofofthe
theLoss.
Loss.(N.T.,
(N.T.,9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at31
31&
& 42).
42). The
the Loss, and
The

Court also heard
uncontroverted testimony
testimony from
from Abraham Woidislawsky,
Woidislawsky, the
heard uncontroverted
the General
General Partner of
Green
Street, that
that he
he had
hadseen
seenthe
thecap
capininplace
placeon
onthe
theroof
roofwithin
within aa month
month or
or two
two before
Green Street,
before the
the Loss.
Loss.

(N.T.,
& 37-38). Erie
of Alvars Krumins,
Krumins, aa roofer who
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 30 &
Erie also
also introduced the testimony of

inspected
theroof
roof immediately
immediately before
before the
theLoss.
Loss. Mr. Krumins
noticing any missing
inspected the
Krumins does
does not recall noticing

roof cap during his inspection
inspection of the roof. (N.T., 9/22/08, at 56-58
56-58 & 63).
63). Indeed,
Indeed, despite
despite his
inspection of the roof only
or two
two before
before the
theLoss,
Loss,Mr.
Mr. Krumins
Krumins had
had difficulty
difficulty recognizing
only a day or
recognizing a
photograph
roof drain,
as itit was
was missing
missing the
the exterior
exterior roof
roof
photograph of
of the
the subject
subject roof
drain, taken
taken by
by Erie
Erie after
after the
the Loss,
Loss, as

cap.
cap. (N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 56-58 & 63).
Erie’s
by wind.
wind. (P-3). By
Erie’s Policy
Policydoes
does not
not exclude
exclude damage
damage caused
caused by
Byits
itsvery
verylanguage,
language, the
“rain”
“rain”exclusion
exclusiondoes
doesnot
notapply
applywhen
whenthe
theroof
roofofofthe
theProperty
Propertyisisdamaged
damagedbybyaacovered
coveredcause
cause of
of loss.
loss.

(P-3,
at §§ 33 –- Exclusions,
(P-3, supra,
supra, at
Exclusions, at
at pgs.
pgs. 4-5).
Nor
the Policy
Policy exclusion
“rain” must
direct result
Nor does
does the
exclusion state
state that
that the
the “rain”
mustenter
enterthe
the Property
Propertyas
as the
the direct
result

of damage
to the
the roof, as
as do
do similar exclusions
in policies written by
damage to
exclusions in
by other
other insurers.
insurers. Compare
Compare
Florida
United
Florida Windstorm
Windstorm Underwriting
Underwritingv.v.Gajwani,
Gajwani,934
934So.2d
So.2d501,
501, 506
506 (Fla.
(Fla. Dist.
Dist. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. 2005);
2005); United
States
Fire Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v.
v. Matchoolian,
Matchoolian, 583
693-94 (Tex.
(Tex. Civ.
Civ. App.
App. 1979);
New Hampshire
States Fire
583 S.W.2d
S.W.2d 692,
692, 693-94
1979); New
Hampshire
Ins.
Co. v.
v. Carter,
Carter, 359
359 So.2d
So.2d 52,
52, 53
53 (Fla.
(Fla. Dist.
Dist. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. 1978);
Ins. Co.
1978); Travelers
Travelers Indem.
Indem. Co.
Co. v.
v. Rawson,
Rawson, 222
222

So.2d
131, 134
134 (Miss.
(Miss. 1969);
1969); Reichman
Fire Ins.
Ins. Ass’n,
Ass’n, 427
S.W.2d 729,
729, 730
730 (Mo.
(Mo. App.
App.
So.2d 131,
Reichman v.
v. Camden
Camden Fire
427 S.W.2d

1968) (each
(each addressing
addressingpolicy
policylanguage,
language,not
notwithin
withinErie’s
Erie’s Policy,
Policy, specifically requiring that rain
enter
property as
the result
result of
of damage
damageto
toroof
roof for
for coverage
coverage to
tobe
befound);
found);with
with Victory
Inc.
enter property
as the
VictoryPeach
Peach Gp.,
Gp., Inc.

v. Greater
Greater N.Y. Mut.
Mut. Ins.,
Ins., 707
707 A.2d
A.2d1383
1383(N.J.
(N.J.App.
App.Div.
Div.1998)
1998)(absent
(absentsuch
such aarequirement,
requirement,
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exclusion
exclusion isisinapplicable).2
inapplicable).2
Therefore,
theroof
roof was
was damaged
damagedby
byaacovered
coveredcause
causeofofloss,
loss,i.e.,
i.e.,wind,
wind,the
the“rain”
“rain”
Therefore, because
because the

exclusion,
upon which
which to
exclusion, by
by its
its very
verylanguage,
language, does
does not apply
apply and
and is
is not
not aa basis
basis upon
to conclude
conclude that
that the
the
Loss
is excluded
excluded from
from coverage.
Loss is
coverage.

B.

ERIE
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
ERIE HAS
HASNOT
NOTPROVEN
PROVENTHAT
THAT
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
POLICY
POLICY EXCLUSION
EXCLUSIONFOR
FOR“SURFACE
“SURFACEWATER.”
WATER.”

Erie
Loss is
isexcluded
excludedby
bythe
thePolicy’s
Policy’sexclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water.”
water.” Erie
Erie now
now claims
claims that
that the Loss

is incorrect.
Preliminarily,
flood and
the like,
like,
Preliminarily,ititisisimportant
importanttotoobserve
observethat
that exclusions
exclusions for
forsurface
surface water,
water, flood
and the
particularly
particularlyininthe
thecontext
contextofofan
anall
allrisk
riskpolicy,
policy,are
areintended
intendedtotoreach
reachan
anarea-wide
area-wide event
event or
or disaster,
disaster,

not an occurrence
occurrence limited
limited to a particular building
building or
or property.
property. 11Stempel,
Stempel,supra,
supra, §§ 15.02,
15.02, at 15-24
(citation
(citationomitted);
omitted);see
see generally
generallyT.H.E.
T.H.E.Ins.
Ins.Co.,
Co.,455
455F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2dat
at 294
294 (observing
(observingthat
that purpose
purpose such
such

exclusions
“in all
exclusions “in
all risk
riskpolicies
policiesisistotorelieve
relievethe
theinsurer
insurerfrom
fromoccasional
occasionalmajor
majordisasters
disasters which
which are
are
almost
almost impossible
impossibleto
topredict
predictand
andthus
thusto
toinsure
insureagainst.
against.There
Thereare
areearthquakes
earthquakes or
or floods
floods which
whichcause
cause

a major catastrophe
and wreak
wreak damage
damageto
to everyone
everyonein
in aa large
large area
area rather
rather than
than on
on individual
catastrophe and

policyholders.”) (citations omitted). Furthermore,
Furthermore, and
and as
as with all
all exclusions,
exclusions, the exclusion
exclusion for
surface
construed narrowly,
narrowly, and any ambiguities should
surface water must be construed
should be
be interpreted
interpreted against
against the

insurer and
at 408
408 (“Policy
and in favor
favor of
ofcoverage.
coverage. See
SeeContinental
Continental Casualty
Casualty Co.,
Co., 244
244 F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d at

2 The decisions of Canterbone v. Lititz Mut. Ins. Co., 18 Pa. D. & C.2d 218 (C.C.P.
2
The decisions of Canterbone v. Lititz Mut. Ins. Co., 18 Pa. D. & C.2d 218 (C.C.P. Lancaster
County Lancaster
1959), and
Sacksv.v.Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Exch.,
Exch., 2005
2005 WL 1323444
and Goldsteins Rosenbergs-Raphel
Rosenbergs-Raphel Sacks
1323444
(C.C.P.
Phila.
County
2005),
cited
by
Erie,
do
not
stand
for
the
proposition
suggested
by
Erie.
They
(C.C.P. Phila. County 2005), cited by Erie, do not stand for the proposition suggested by Erie. They
hold
damageto
tothe
theroof,
roof,the
theexclusion
exclusionfor
for“rain”
“rain” is
hold only
only that
that absent
absent damage
is applicable
applicable ififthe
the water
water causing
causing
damage
is
rain.
In
the
case
before
the
Court,
unlike
the
facts
present
in
the
decisions
cited,
the roof
roof
damage is rain. In the case before the Court, unlike the facts present in the decisions cited, the
was
damaged, and
and the
thewater
water entering
entering the
the Property,
Property, for
for all
discussed previously,
previously, was
not
was damaged,
all the
the reasons
reasons discussed
was not
“rain.”
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exclusions
are strictly
strictly construed
against the
the insurer.”)
insurer.”) (citations
(citations omitted)
omitted) (interpreting
exclusions are
construed against
(interpreting Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania

law);
law); Miller,
Miller,218
218A.2d
A.2datat280;
280;Eichelberger,
Eichelberger, 434
434 A.2d
A.2d at
at 750
750 (citations omitted).
In
In addition,
addition, the
the declination
declinationletter
lettersent
sent by
byErie
Erieafter
afterthe
theLoss
Loss did
didnot
notstate
state that
that the
the Loss
Loss was
was

caused
by surface
surfacewater,
water,or
or that
that the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water” was
upon which to
caused by
was a basis
basis upon
conclude
that the
the Loss
Losswas
wasexcluded
excludedfrom
fromcoverage.
coverage.(D-11;
(D-11;P-8).
P-8). This
This is
is particularly
particularly significant
conclude that
given the testimony of
of Erie’s
Erie’sclaim
claimsupervisor,
supervisor,Jacqueline
Jacqueline Tirpak,
Tirpak,that
thatshe
she verbally
verballydiscussed
discussed the
denial
him
denial with
with Mr.
Mr.Woidislawsky
Woidislawskyand,
and,during
duringthat
thatconversation,
conversation,advised
advisedthat
thatErie
Eriewould
wouldbe
be sending
sending him

a letter explaining why
excluded from coverage.
(N.T., 9/23/08, at
at 35-36
35-36 &
& 36-38).
why the
the Loss
Loss was excluded
coverage. (N.T.,

Clearly those
those at Erie most
most connected
connected with the
the Loss
Loss did
did not
not believe
believe that
thatthe
theLoss
Loss was
was caused
caused by
surface
water at
at any
any time
time before
before litigation
litigation was
surface water
was filed
filed years
years later.
later.
Consistent
not
Consistent with
with these
these principles,
principles, aa review
reviewofoflegal
legalprecedent
precedentdemonstrates
demonstrates that
that Erie
Erie has
has not

met
Loss is
is excluded
excluded by
by operation
operation of
of the
the “surface
“surface water”
water” exclusion.
met its burden
burden to prove that the Loss

1.
1.

The “Surface Water”
Water”Exclusion
ExclusionDoes
Does Not
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because The Water
That
Water.
That Damaged
Damaged The Property Was Never Surface Water.

Erie’s
by “surface
“surface water.”
water.” (P-3, supra,
supra, at
at §§ 33 –Erie’s Policy
Policyexcludes
excludes from
fromcoverage
coverage loss
loss caused
caused by

Exclusions,
pgs. 3-4).
3-4). The
Policy does
not define
define “surface
“surface water.”
water.” Nevertheless,
“surface water”
water”
Exclusions, at
at pgs.
The Policy
does not
Nevertheless, “surface

enjoys aa particular
particular connotation and
and definition
definition under
under Pennsylvania law.

As explained by the
fifty years
the Superior
Superior Court of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania more than fifty
years ago,
ago, “surface
waters
are commonly
commonly understood
understood to
to be
be waters
waterson
onthe
thesurface
surface of
of the
the ground,
ground, usually
by rain
rain
waters are
usually created
created by

or snow, which
following no
which are
are of
of aa casual
casual or vagrant character,
character, following
no definite
definite course
course and having no

substantial
or permanent
permanentexistence.”
existence.” Richman
Richman v.
v. Home
Home Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. of
of N.Y., 94
substantial or
94 A.2d
A.2d 164,
164, 166
166 (Pa.
(Pa.
Super.
1953) (citations omitted) (emphasis
added). Commonwealth
Super. 1953)
(emphasis added).
Commonwealth Court
Court has
has defined “surface
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water” in
Dep’t of
in similar
similar fashion.
fashion. See
See Tom
Tom Clark
ClarkChevrolet,
Chevrolet, Inc.
Inc. vv Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Dep’t
of Protection,
Protection, 816
A.2d
(Pa. Commw.),
Commw.), alloc. denied,
Pa.763,
763,831
831A.2d
A.2d601
601(2003)
(2003)(“[T]he
(“[T]he term
A.2d 1246,
1246, 1251
1251 n.15 (Pa.
denied, 574 Pa.

‘surface
‘surface water’ means
means water
water from
from rain,
rain,melting
meltingsnow,
snow,springs,
springs,ororseepage,
seepage, or
or detached
detached from

subsiding
floods,that
that lies
lies or
or flows on the surface of the
not form a part of aa
subsiding floods,
the earth
earth but
but does
does not
watercourse
watercourse or
or lake.”)
lake.”)(quoting,
(quoting,e.g.,
e.g.,Restatement
Restatement(Second)
(Second)of
ofTorts
Torts§§846
846 (1977))
(1977))(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

In
2006),
455F.F.Supp.2d
Supp.2d284,
284, 296
296 (M.D.
(M.D.Pa.
Pa. 2006),
In T.H.E.
T.H.E. Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v.
v. Charles
Charles Boyer
Boyer Children’s
Children’sTr.,
Tr.,455

aff’d,
aff’d, 269
269 Fed.
Fed. Appx.
Appx. 220
220 (3d
(3d Cir.
Cir. 2008),
2008), the
the Middle
Middle District
DistrictofofPennsylvania
Pennsylvania was
was called
called upon to
interpret
in an
an exclusion
exclusion nearly-identical
nearly-identical to
to that
that contained
contained in
in Erie’s
Erie’s Policy.
Policy.
interpret “surface
“surface water”
water” as
as used
used in
There,
the federal
federal district
district court
court quoted
quoted with
with approval
approval the
the definition
definition under
law offered
offered
There, the
under Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law
3
by
SuperiorCourt
Courtmore
morethan
than
fiftyyears
years
earlier
in Richman.3
See Id.
by Superior
fifty
earlier
in Richman.
See Id.

Most
District of
Co., Civ.
Civ.
Most recently,
recently, the
the Eastern
Eastern District
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in
in Rock-Epstein
Rock-Epstein v.
v. Allstate
Allstate Ins.
Ins. Co.,

A.
2008), restated
restated this
this long-settled
long-settled definition
definition of
of
A. No.
No. 07-2917,
07-2917, 2008
2008 WL
WL4425059
4425059(E.D.
(E.D.Pa.
Pa. Sept.
Sept. 29,
29, 2008),

surface
water under
under Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law.
law. Id.
“waters on
of
surface water
Id.at
at *3
*3(surface
(surfacewaters
watersare
are those
those “waters
on the
the surface
surface of
the
ground .. .. .. .”)
the ground
.”) (citing
(citingT.H.E.
T.H.E.Ins.
Ins.Co.,
Co.,269
269Fed.
Fed.Appx.
Appx.atat222;
222;Richman,
Richman,94
94A.2d
A.2datat166);
166);see
see also
also

T.H.E.
Appx. at
(citing Berman,
(holding that
T.H.E. Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 269
269 Fed.
Fed. Appx.
at 223
223 (citing
Berman, 216
216 F.2d
F.2d at
at 628) (holding
that where
where water
water

3 The court also cited various cases defining “surface water” in similar fashion. See
3
The court also cited various cases defining “surface water” in similar fashion. See T.H.E.
Ins.
Co.,T.H.E.
455 F.
F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d at
at296
296(citing
(citing O'Neill
O'Neill v.
Farm Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., Civ.
Civ. A.
A. No.
No. 94-3428,
94-3428, 1995
1995 WL
WL
Ins. Co.,
455
v. State
State Farm
214409,
at
*2
(E.D.
Pa.
Apr.
7,
1995)
("Surface
water
is
water
which
has
'diffused
over
the
surface
214409, at *2 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 7, 1995) ("Surface water is water which has 'diffused over the surface
of the ground,'
ground,' and
and is derived
derived from
from falling
fallingrain
rainor
ormelting
meltingsnow.")
snow.")(emphasis
(emphasis added);
added); Thorell v.
Union
Ins.
Co.,
492
N.W.2d
879,
883
(Neb.
1992)
(same);
Heller
v.
Fire
Ins.
Exch.,
Union Ins. Co., 492 N.W.2d 879, 883 (Neb. 1992) (same); Heller v. Fire Ins. Exch., 800
800 P.2d
P.2d 1006,
1006,
1008-09
State Farm
Farm Fire
Fire & Casualty
1008-09 (Col.1990) (same);
(same); State
Casualty Co. v.
v. Paulson,
Paulson, 756
756 P.2d
P.2d 764,
764, 768-72
768-72
(Wyo.1988) (collecting
(collecting cases
cases and concluding that "surface water" is not an
an ambiguous term, but
plainly
means
"water
on
the
surface,
other
than
in
streams,
lakes
and
ponds.")
plainly means "water on the surface, other than in streams, lakes and ponds.") (emphasis
(emphasis added);
added);
Valley
Thomas &
& Lilienstern,
Valley Forge
Forge Ins. Co. v. Hicks Thomas
Lilienstern, L.L.P.,
L.L.P., 174
174 S.W.3d 254, 258 (Tex. Ct. App.
2004)
("'surface water’
water’ is generally
defined as
asthat
thatwhich
which isis derived
derivedfrom
from falling
falling rain ... and
2004) ("'surface
generally defined
and is
diffused
diffused over
over the
the surface
surfaceofofthe
theground....
ground....Such
Suchwaters
watersare
arenot
notdivested
divestedof
oftheir
theircharacter
characteras
as surface
surface
waters
by
reason
of
their
flowing
from
the
land
on
which
they
first
make
their
appearance
onto
lower
waters by reason of their flowing from the land on which they first make their appearance onto lower
land
land in obedience
obedience of the law of
of gravity.")
gravity.")(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
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fell
fell as
as rain
rain and
and went onto
onto ground,
ground, ititwas
wasproperly
properlycharacterized
characterized as
as surface
surface water).
These
decisions demonstrate
demonstratethat
thatErie
Erieknew
knewhow
how“surface
“surface water”
water” was
was defined
defined when
when itit wrote
wrote
These decisions

and
sold the
the Policy.
Policy. To
“surface water,”
water,” and,
therefore, fall
fall within
and sold
To be
be “surface
and, therefore,
withinthe
thePolicy
Policyexclusion,
exclusion,the
the water
water

causing
damage must
must be
be“on
“on the
the surface
surfaceof
of the
the ground.”
ground.” However,
causing damage
However,the
thewater
waterthat
thatdamaged
damaged Green
Green
Street’s
the Loss
Loss was
wasnot
not on
on the
thesurface
surfaceof
ofthe
theground.
ground. The
The water
water came
from aa
Street’s Property
Property and
and caused
caused the
came from

height
the roofline
roofline and
down, from
from aa height
height of
of approximately
approximately fifteen
height near
near the
and cascaded
cascaded down,
fifteen (15)
(15) feet,
feet, into
into the
the

interior of the
the first
first floor
floor of
ofthe
the Property.
Property. (N.T., 9/22/08 at 44). The
The offending
offending water
water came
came from

above,
notfrom
fromthe
thesurface
surface
above, not
ofof
thethe
ground.4
ground.4
Erie has not cited any
any decision from
from Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and Green
Green Street is not aware of one,
one,

interpreting a policy
policy exclusion
waterfall-like events
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water”
water”as
as being
being applicable to the waterfall-like
events
that occurred
at the
the Property
Property on
on September
September28,
28,2004.
2004. Contrary to the broad interpretation of the
occurred at

exclusion
advancedby
by Erie,
Erie, the
the exclusion,
exclusion, written
written by Erie, must be
interpreted narrowly.
narrowly. See
exclusion advanced
be interpreted
See
Continental
at 408
408 (“Policy
(“Policy exclusions
Continental Casualty
Casualty Co.,
Co., 244
244 F.
F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d at
exclusionsare
are strictly
strictlyconstrued
construed against
against the
the

insurer.”)
law); Miller,
Miller, 218
insurer.”) (citations
(citations omitted)
omitted) (interpreting
(interpreting Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law);
218 A.2d
A.2dat
at 280;
280; Eichelberger,
Eichelberger,
434
434 A.2d at
at 750 (citations omitted).
Under
fits within
within the
definition of
of
Under Erie’s
Erie’s all-risk
all-riskPolicy,
Policy,the
theLoss
Lossisiscovered
covered unless
unless itit fits
the accepted
accepted definition

“surface
Pennsylvanialaw.
law. Given
“surface water” under
under Pennsylvania
Given the
the long-standing
long-standing definition
definition afforded
afforded “surface
“surface
water”
exclusion is
is inapplicable
inapplicable
water” under
under Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law,
law,Green
Green Street
Street respectfully
respectfullycontends
contends that
that the
the exclusion

4 In this regard, the lead-in, “concurrent causation” clause preceding the exclusion
4
In this regard, the lead-in, “concurrent causation” clause preceding the exclusion for
“surfacefor
water,”
water,” to
to which
whichErie
Eriecites
citeswith
withsuch
suchferocity,
ferocity,isisofofno
nomatter,
matter,because
because none
none of the
the water
entering
damaging the
the print
print room
fairly, or
entering and
and damaging
room at
at the
the Property
Property may
may be
be fairly,
ornecessarily,
necessarily, characterized
characterized as
as
water
“on
the
surface
of
the
ground.”
See
11
Couch
on
Insurance
3d,
§
153.57,
at
153-80
(observing
water “on the surface of the ground.” See 11 Couch on Insurance 3d, § 153.57, at 153-80 (observing
that
surface water
water may
may lose
lose its
its character
character and
andbecome
becomesome
someother
otherform
formof
ofwater);
water); Selective
Selective Way
Way Ins.
that surface
Ins.
Co.
v.
Litigation
Tech.,
Inc.,
606
S.E.2d
68,
71
(Ct.
App.
2004),
cert.
denied,
(Ga.
2005)
(“Because
Co. v. Litigation Tech., Inc., 606 S.E.2d 68, 71 (Ct. App. 2004), cert. denied, (Ga. 2005) (“Because
the damage
in this case
was not
not directly
directly or indirectly
damage in
case was
indirectlycaused
caused by
by water
water that
that could
could be
be considered
considered
`surface
water’
at
the
time
the
damage
was
sustained,
the
exclusion
does
not
apply.”).
`surface water’ at the time the damage was sustained, the exclusion does not apply.”).
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to
situation where,
water, which
which is
to aa situation
where, as
as here,
here, water,
is not
not at
at or
or on
on the
the surface
surface of
of the
the ground,
ground,isisthe
the cause
cause of
of aa

Loss.
Loss.

Decisions of other courts
courts are
areininaccord
accordwith
withthis
thisinterpretation.
interpretation. In McCorkle v. Penn
Mut.
Penn Mut.
Fire
So.2d 272
272 (Fla.
(Fla. Dist.
Dist. Ct.
Fire Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 213
213 So.2d
Ct. 1968),
1968), water
water built
builtup
upon
on aa flat
flat roof
roofwhen
whenaa drain
drain became
became

clogged,
causing the
the roof
roof to
to ultimately
ultimately collapse
water to
to damage
damagethe
theinterior
interior structure.
structure. The
clogged, causing
collapse and
and the
the water
The
insurer
the insureds’
insureds’ claim
claim under
their all-risk
exclusion for
for “surface
insurer denied
denied the
under their
all-riskpolicy
policyon
onthe
thebasis
basis of
of an
an exclusion
“surface

water” nearly identical to that contained
in Erie’s Policy. See
contained in
See Id.
Id. at
at 273.
273. The
Thequestion
question before
before the
court
the insured’s
insured’s property
property could
“surface
court was
was whether
whether the
the water
water that
that damaged
damaged the
could be
be characterized
characterized as
as “surface

water,” and, accordingly, whether the
the loss
lossfell
fell with the exclusionary language.
language. Id.
Quoting
definition of
found in Pennsylvania law, the Florida
Quoting the
the same
same definition
ofsurface
surface water
water as
as that found

court rejected
the insurer’s
insurer’s contention
contention that
that water,
water, while on
rejected the
on aa roof,
roof, isisproperly
properlycharacterized
characterized as
as
“surface water.” Id.
Id.InInsosodoing,
doing,the
theFlorida
Floridacourt
courtrelied
reliedupon
uponanother
another decision,
decision, American
American Ins.
Ins. Co.
v. Guest Printing Co., 152 S.E.2d 794 (Ga. Ct. App. 1966), where the court held:

[T]he
[surface water]
water] strictly to water
[T]he majority
majorityofofcases
cases apply the term [surface
on
the
surface
of
the
ground.
See
Black’s
Law
Dictionary,4th
4th
Ed.
on the surface of the ground. See Black’s Law Dictionary,
Ed.
P.
P.
1762.
Waters); Aetna Ins.
Ins. Co. v. Walker, 105
105 S.E.2d
S.E.2d
1762. (Water-Surface
(Water-Surface Waters);

917
(Ga. Ct.
Ct. App. 1967)
and cit.
cit. The
917 (Ga.
1967) and
Themost
most that
that can
can be
be said
said in the
the
insurer’s
favor
is
that
the
term[]
‘surface
water’
in
the
policy
[is]
insurer’s favor
that the term[] ‘surface water’ in the policy [is]
ambiguous.
Such ambiguities in the policy, which was
was written by
by the
the
ambiguous. Such
insurer,
are
construed
in
favor
of
the
insured.
This
construction
also
insurer, are construed in favor of the insured. This construction also
conforms
to aa definition
definition consistent
consistentwith
with the
the majority
majority construction.
construction. In
conforms to
view
of
the
context
in
which
the
terms
are
used
in
the
policy,
not
view of the context in which the terms are used in the policy, itit does
does not
exclude
from water on the roof, whether
exclude damage
damage from
whether backed
backed up or not.
McCorkle,
(other citations
citations omitted)
McCorkle, 213
213 So.2d
So.2d at
at 273
273 (quoting Guest
Guest Printing Co.,
Co., 152
152 S.E.2d
S.E.2d 794 (other
(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

The
same conclusion
conclusion was
was reached
reachedby
bydifferent
different courts in Cochran v. Travelers Ins.
The same
Ins. Co., 606

So.2d
22 (La.
(La. Ct. App. 1992), and
Delta Theaters,
Theaters,Inc.
Inc.v.v. Alliance
Alliance Gen.
Gen. Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. All
All American
So.2d 22
and Delta
American
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Admin.,
Admin., Inc.,
Inc., Civ.
Civ.A.
A.No.
No.96-2719,
96-2719,1997
1997 WL
WL313413
313413(E.D.
(E.D.La.
La.June
June 9, 1997).
In
insured sustained
sustained damage
damagewhen
whenwater
waterleaked
leakedfrom
fromaaroof
roofinto
intoaabuilding.
building. As
As
In Cochran,
Cochran, the
the insured
here,
the insurance
insurance policy
policy at
issue was
was an
anall
all risk
risk policy,
policy, but
the roof
roof
here, the
at issue
but the
the insurer
insurer argued
argued that
that water
water on
on the

was
surface water
water and,
and, accordingly,
accordingly, that
that the
the loss
loss was
was excluded
excluded from
from coverage.
coverage. Cochran,
was surface
Cochran, 606
606 So.2d
So.2d

at 23. Consistent
Consistent with
with the
the courts
courts in
in McCorkle,
McCorkle,Guest
Guest Printing
Printing and
and Walker,
Walker, the
the court
court in
in Cochran
Cochran
emphasized
the accepted
accepteddefinition
definition of
waters diffused
diffused over
emphasized the
of surface
surface water
water as
as being
being those
those waters
over the
the surface
surface

of
ground or
or “coming
“coming unto
naturally spreading
over the
the ground.”
ground.” Id.
24 (citing,
(citing,
of the
the ground
unto the
the ground
ground and
and naturally
spreading over
Id. at
at 24

e.g.
93C.J.S.
C.J.S.Water
Water§ §
112;
Black’s
Law
Dictionary,
(“Surface
Waters”)).
In of
e.g. 93
112;
Black’s
Law
Dictionary,
6th 6th
ed.,ed.,
19901990
(“Surface
Waters”)).
In light
light of
this
this definition,
definition,and
and the
the rule
rule of
of construction
constructionthat
that policy
policyexclusions
exclusionsare
are to
to be
be narrowly
narrowlyconstrued,
construed, the
the
court
the insurer’s
insurer’s request
to broaden
broaden the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water”
water
court refused
refused the
request to
water”to
toencompass
encompass water

on
roof. Id.
entry
on aa roof.
Id. Affirming
Affirmingthe
thetrial
trialcourt’s
court’s
entryofofsummary
summaryjudgment,
judgment,the
theCochran
Cochrancourt
courtemphasized
emphasized

that the policy
policy at
at issue,
issue, as
as is the
the case
case sub
sub judice, was one
one covering all risks
risks unless
unless clearly and
and
specifically
specifically excluded. See
See Id.
More recently, in Delta Theaters,
Theaters,Inc.
Inc.v.
v.Alliance
Alliance Gen.
Gen.Ins.
Ins.Co.
Co.All
All American
American Admin.,
Admin., Inc.,
Civ.
Civ. A.
A.No.
No.96-2719,
96-2719,1997
1997WL
WL313413
313413(E.D.
(E.D.La.
La.June
June9,9,1997),
1997),aa federal
federal court
courtin
inLouisiana
Louisiana adopted
adopted
and
described as
as persuasive
persuasive the
theanalysis
analysis and
andstrict
strict interpretation
interpretation afforded
afforded the
surface water
water exclusion
exclusion
and described
the surface

by the Cochran
Cochran court.
court. Id.
Id. at
at *3.
*3. The
Thecourt
courtininDelta
DeltaTheaters
Theaters refused
refused to interpret the exclusion for
surface
water as
as being
being anything
anything other
other than
than water
water on
on the
thesurface
surfaceof
ofthe
theground.
ground. Id.
Id.
surface water
The
Cochran and
Delta Theaters
decisions are
particularly significant
The Cochran
and Delta
Theaters decisions
are particularly
significantbecause
because they
they expressly
expressly

reject
analysis and
and holding
holding contained
contained in
in Sherwood
Inv. Co.,
reject the
the analysis
Sherwood R.E.
R.E. and
and Inv.
Co., Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Old
Old Colony
Colony Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co.,

234
So.2d 445
445 (La.
(La. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. 1970),
1970), an
anearlier
earlierdecision
decisionwhich
which Erie
Erie cites,
cites, albeit
albeit without
without informing
informing the
234 So.2d
the

Court
Court of
of the
the later
later decisions
decisions of
of Cochran
Cochran and
and Delta Theaters.
Theaters. In
In Cochran,
Cochran, the
the insurer
insurer relied
relied upon
upon the
the
Sherwood
decision in
the “surface
“surface water”
water” exclusion
Sherwood decision
in support
support of
of its
its argument
argument that
that the
exclusionmust
must be
be interpreted
interpreted
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as
including water
water on
on aa roof. Cochran,
as including
Cochran, 606
606 So.2d
So.2d at
at 24.
24. The
Thecourt
courtrejected
rejected the
the approach
approach in
Sherwood
Sherwood and
and distinguished itit in
inseveral
several respects:
respects:

In
In Sherwood the
the court
court opined
opined that
that water which collected
collected in
in aa pool
pool on
on aa
roof, and
and eventually
eventually seeped
seeped through the roof causing interior
interior damage,
damage,
was
"surface
water."
Sherwood
is
distinguishable
in
several
respects.
It
was "surface water." Sherwood is distinguishable in several respects. It

involved
"windstorm" policy.
policy. The
that plaintiff
involved aa "windstorm"
The court
court therein
therein held that
failed
to
show
that
his
loss
was
the
direct
result
of
windstorm.
failed to show that his loss was the direct result of windstorm.
Sherwood
dealt with standing
Sherwood dealt
standing or pooled
pooled water
water that
that collected
collected on the
the
roof. The
comments
about
"surface
water"
were
dicta
and
the
court
The comments about "surface water" were dicta and the
noted
question was
res nova
nova in
in this
noted the
the question
was res
this state.
state.
In
Cochranwas
wascovered
coveredby
byan
an"all
"allrisk"
risk" policy,
policy, that
In the
the instant case
case Cochran
that
is, all risks
are
covered
unless
clearly
and
specifically
excluded.
The
risks are covered unless clearly and specifically excluded.
exclusion
is clearly
clearly
exclusion here
here relating
relating to
to "surface
"surfacewater"
water"isisnot
notambiguous
ambiguous and
and is
not
applicable
to
Cochran's
loss
from
rainwater
overflow
and
seepage.
not applicable to Cochran's loss from rainwater overflow and seepage.

Id.

Similarly, the
rejected an
an interpretation
interpretationof
of aa roof as
the Delta
Delta Theaters
Theaters court squarely
squarely rejected
as “an
artificial
artificialelevation
elevationofofthe
theearth’s
earth’ssurface,”
surface,”asasexpressed
expressed in
inSherwood
Sherwood and
and as
as Erie
Erie ostensibly
ostensibly urges
urges
upon
Court. Delta
upon this Court.
DeltaTheaters,
Theaters,1997
1997 WL
WL313413
313413 at
at **2-3.
**2-3.Rejecting
RejectingSherwood
Sherwoodand
andadopting
adopting the
the
analysis
concluded that
that “surface
“surface water” is
analysis of Cochran, the court in Delta
Delta Theaters
Theaters concluded
is water
water at
at ground
ground

level, and nowhere
nowhere else.
else. Id. at
at *3.
*3.
Sherwood
been rejected
rejected by
by its
its sister
sister state
stateand
andfederal
federalcourts
courtsin
inLouisiana.
Louisiana. Green
Sherwood has
has been
Green Street
Street

respectfully
this Court
Court should
Delta
respectfully contends
contends that
that this
should follow
followthe
thereasoning
reasoningof
ofthe
the courts
courts in
in Cochran
Cochran and
and Delta

Theaters
and reject,
reject, as
asdicta,
dicta, the
thesuggestion
suggestionin
inSherwood
Sherwoodthat
thatwater
water on
onaaroof
roof is
is necessarily
necessarilywithin
within
Theaters and

the
definition of
policy
the definition
of“surface
“surfacewater.”
water.”AsAsdiscussed
discussedherein,
herein,most
mostcourts
courtshave
have refused
refused to
to extend
extend aa policy

exclusion for “surface water,” written
to include
include “water
“water on aa roof.”
roof.”
written by
by an insurer, to
Nor
Pennsylvania decisions
roof
Nor do
do the
the Pennsylvania
decisions cited
cited by
by Erie
Erie stand
stand for
for the
the proposition
propositionthat
that water
water on
on aa roof

is synonymous
with surface
surface water.
water. Erie’s
that the
the decision
decisionby
bythe
theThird
Third Circuit
Circuit in
synonymous with
Erie’s representation
representation that
Berman
v. Aetna
Aetna Casualty
Casualty &
& Sur.
216 F.2d
F.2d 626
626 (3d
(3d Cir.
Cir. 1954),
1954), “first
“first enunciated
proposition
Berman v.
Sur. Co.,
Co., 216
enunciated the
the proposition
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that
be considered
consideredsurface
surfacewater
wateronce
once
hitsa aroof
roof. . ..[,]”
.[,]” (Erie’s
(Erie’s Trial Mem. at
that rain may be
it ithits
at 12),
misstates,
most significant
significant way,
way, the
the facts
factsand
andholding
holdingof
of Berman.
Berman. Of obvious
misstates, inin aa most
obvious import, the
the
question
water causing
causing damage
damagetotoan
aninsured’s
insured’sproperty
propertyisiswithin
within the
the definition
definition of a
question of whether
whether water
policy
policy exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water”
water”-–the
theissue
issueininthis
thiscase
case -- was
was not
not at
at issue
issue in Berman; in fact,
there
was no
no exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
“surface water”
there was
water” in
in Berman.
Berman. The
Thepolicy
policyatatissue
issueininBerman
Bermanwas
wasaa named
named

peril policy
seepageororinflux
influx of water
policyfor
forwater
waterdamage,
damage, but
but which
whichexcluded
excludeddamage
damage caused
caused by seepage
through walls, foundations or
floors. Berman,
or basement
basement floors.
Berman, 216
216 F.2d
F.2d at 627.

A review
also belies
belies Erie’s
Erie’s contention.
contention. The
review of
of the
the facts
facts surrounding
surrounding the loss in Berman also
The
insured
which
insured building
buildingwas
wasdesigned
designedwhereby
wherebywater
waterfrom
fromthe
theroof
roofwas
wasdrained
drainedinto
intoaa spout
spout or
or leader,
leader, which

went
wall of
soil pipe that
that eventually
eventually met
met with
with
went down an
an exterior wall
of the
the building,
building,and
and entered
entered a ground soil
the
city sewer.
the city
sewer. Id.
Id. at
at 628.
628. During
Duringaaperiod
periodofofheavy
heavyrains,
rains,the
thesoil
soilpipe
pipebroke
brokeabout
aboutthree
threeinches
inches near
near

its connection with the
ground level, causing
causing water
waterto
to flow
flow out of the
the exterior spout,
spout, at or about ground
the

broken
pipe and
and into
into aa hole
hole in the foundation
broken pipe
foundation wall and ultimately into the
the front section
section of the
the
basement
where itit damaged
damagedthe
theinsured’s
insured’s merchandise.
merchandise. Id.
basement where
The
insured in
in Berman
not within
within the
The insured
Berman claimed
claimed that
that the
the loss
loss was
was not
theexclusion
exclusionfor
fordamage
damagecaused
caused

by
or influx
influx of
by seepage
seepage or
of water
waterthrough
throughwalls,
walls,because
because the
the water
water that
that damaged
damaged its
its merchandise
merchandise was
was

“rain.”
rejecting
this
argument,
“rain.” Id.
Id.In In
rejecting
this
argument,the
thecourt
courtfound
foundthat
thatthe
theloss
loss was
was within
withinthe
the exclusion
exclusion
contained
in the
the policy.
policy. Id.
contained in
Id. Thereafter,
Thereafter,the
the court,
court, in
in dicta,
dicta, added:
added: “Actually,
“Actually,under
under the
the facts
facts the
water
to be
water now
now concerning
concerningus
usatatthe
thetime
timeititoccasioned
occasionedthe
thedamage
damageininthe
therear
rearbasement,
basement,had
had ceased
ceased to
be

rain
properly characterized,
then surface
surface water.”
water.” Id.
added)(citation
(citation omitted).
omitted).
rain and,
and, properly
characterized, was
was by
by then
Id. (emphasis
(emphasis added)
It
that Erie
Erie leaps
Berman decision
decision as
as standing
It is
is presumably
presumablybased
based upon
upon this
this sentence
sentence that
leaps to
to describe
describe the
the Berman
standing

for
surfacewater
waterunder
underPennsylvania
Pennsylvanialaw.
law. (Erie’s
(Erie’s
for the
the proposition
proposition that
that water
water on
on aa roof is
is considered surface

Trial
Trial Mem.
Mem. at 12). This
This description
description is wrong.
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The water “concerning” the
the Berman
Berman court was not water on a roof; itit was
was the
the water as
as it
existed
existed “at
“at the
the time
timeititoccasioned
occasionedthe
thedamage
damage in
inthe
the rear
rear basement
basement .. .. .. .”
.” Berman,
Berman,216
216 F.2d
F.2d at
at 628.

The court
into
court was
was describing
describing the
the water
water on
on and
and below
below the surface of
of the
the ground
ground that
thathad
hadseeped
seeped into

the foundation wall,
the insured’s
insured’s property,
when it
wall, traveled
traveled into
intoaabasement
basement and
and damaged
damaged the
property, when
described
thewater
wateras
asbeing,
being,“by
“bythen”,
then”, “surface
“surface water.”
water.” See
described the
See Id.
Id. The
Thecourt
courtwas
was not holding, or
“enunciat[ing]
“enunciat[ing] the
the proposition[,]”
proposition[,]”as
asErie
Erieclaims,
claims, that
that water
water on a roof is “surface water.”
The Loss at
at issue
issue in
in this case
casedoes
doesnot
notinvolve
involve the
the influx
influx of
of water
water upon
upon the
the surface
surface of the
ground and
and its
its ultimate
ultimate intrusion through foundation
the case
caseininBerman.
Berman. ItIt involves
involves
foundation walls,
walls, as
as was the
water
damaged the
the interior
interior of
of the
water that
that went
went through
through an
an interior
interiorroof
roofdrain
drainand
anddescended
descended upon
upon and
and damaged
the
Property.
at any
any time.
time. The
to
Property. ItItdoes
does not
not involve
involvewater
waterthat
thatwas
wason
onthe
thesurface
surface of
of the
the earth
earth at
The reference
reference to

“surface water”
water” in
in Berman
Berman is inapposite.

In a similar,
similar, but
but equally
equallyunfortunate,
unfortunate, way,
way, Erie
Eriemisconstrues
misconstrues the unpublished decision in
Cabrelli
& Casualty
WL 16624
Jan. 14,
14, 1997).
1997). Erie claims
16624 (E.D.
(E.D. Pa.
Pa. Jan.
Cabrelli v.
v. State
State Farm Fire &
Casualty Co., 1997 WL
that
Cabrelli found
insured’s basement
from aa broken
broken sewer
sewerline
line (albeit
(albeit below
below
that Cabrelli
foundwater
waterthat
that entered
entered an
an insured’s
basement from

grade)
to be
be“surface
“surface water”
water” “`since’
“`since’ itit collected
[sic] the
grade) to
collectedon
on Cabrelli’s
Cabrelli’sroof
roofduring
duringaarainstorm
rainstorm where
where [sic]
the

roof drains channeled
channeledthe
thewater
waterinto
intothe
thesewer
sewerline.”
line.”(Erie’s
(Erie’s Trial
Trial Mem. at
at 13).
13). In
In so
so doing, Erie

suggests
thatthe
thefact
fact that
that the
the water
water originated
originatedfrom
from the
the roof
roof was
was significant
significant in the
suggests that
the court’s
court’s
determination. ItItwas
wasnot.
not.From
Froma atemporal
temporalstandpoint,
standpoint,the
thewater
waterbegan
began on the roof, but that fact

was
was irrelevant in the
the court’s
court’s characterization
characterization of
of the
the offending
offendingwater
waterthat
thatdamaged
damaged the
the insured’s
insured’s
5 On the contrary, the offending water had already travelled to
property
as “surface
“surfacewater.”
water.”5
property as
On the contrary, the offending water had already travelled to the
the

5 One easily infers that, in describing the basis of the decision in Cabrelli, Erie’s use
5
One easily infers that, in describing the basis of the decision in Cabrelli, Erie’s use of
“since” of
in
in its
itsTrial
TrialMemorandum
Memorandumisisintended
intended totomean
mean “because.”
“because.” (Erie’s
(Erie’s Trial Mem.
Mem. at
at 13).
13).
Whether intentional or
or otherwise,
otherwise, the connotation to be inferred is incorrect.
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surface
surface of the ground before the loss, and was at or below
below grade
grade when itit damaged
damaged the insured’s

property.
at **1
**1 & 3.
property. Id. at
By
roof, which
which
and Berman
Berman support
support the
the conclusion that water on aa roof,
By contending
contending that
that Cabrelli
Cabrelli and

ultimately travels
damage,was,
was,atat all
all times,
“surface water,” Erie
travels to
to the
the surface
surface and
and causes
causes damage,
times, “surface
misapprehends
the time
time period
period when
when the
the classification
classification is
to be
be made.
made. The
The question
question is:
is: what
misapprehends the
is to
what was
was the
the

classification
was its classification at
classification of
of the
the offending
offendingwater
waterwhen
when the
the damage
damage occurred, not what was
some
earlier time.
some earlier
time. 11
11Couch
Couchon
onInsurance
Insurance3d,
3d,§§153.57,
153.57,atat153-80
153-80(“Because
(“Becausesurface
surface water
water may
may lose
lose
its
and become
become some
some other
other form
form of
of water,
whether damage
was from
from
its character
character and
water, arguments
arguments may
may arise
arise whether
damage was

surface
water, or
or whether
whether by
the property
property it
it was
surface water,
by the
the time
time the
the water
water damaged
damaged the
was no
no longer
longer surface
surface water
water
and,
therefore the
theloss
lossfalls
fallsoutside
outsideof
ofthe
theexclusion”);
exclusion”); Selective
Selective Way
Way Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v.
v. Litigation
Litigation Tech.,
Inc.,
and, therefore
Tech., Inc.,

606
68, 71
71 (Ct.
(Ct. App.
606 S.E.2d
S.E.2d 68,
App. 2004),
2004),cert.
cert.denied,
denied,(Ga.
(Ga.2005)
2005)(“Because
(“Becausethe
thedamage
damage in
in this
thiscase
case was
was

not directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectlycaused
caused by
bywater
water that
that could
couldbe
be considered
considered `surface water’ at the time the
damage
was sustained,
sustained,the
theexclusion
exclusion does
doesnot
notapply.”).
apply.”).
damage was

This distinction
of water
water change
changeover
over time.
time. When
When itit is
distinction recognizes
recognizes that the characteristics
characteristics of
falling,
falling,ititisisconsidered
consideredrain
rainand
and not
notsurface
surface water.
water. Berman,
Berman,216
216F.2d
F.2datat628;
628;Paulson,
Paulson, 756
756 P.2d
P.2d at
at
767.
while it
it travels
in
767. Upon
Uponhitting
hittingthe
theground,
ground,ititisisno
nolonger
longerrain
rainbut
butsurface
surfacewater,
water,and
andremains
remains so
so while
travels in

a
casualor
orvagrant
vagrantway
waywithout
without defined
defined borders.
borders. Tom
Tom Clark
a casual
Clark Chevrolet,
Chevrolet,Inc.,
Inc.,816
816A.2d
A.2dat
at 1251
1251 n.15;
n.15;
Richman,
296; T.H.E.
T.H.E. Ins.
Appx. at
Richman, 94
94 A.2d
A.2d at
at 166;
166; T.H.E.
T.H.E.Ins.
Ins.Co.,
Co.,455
455 F.
F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d at
at 296;
Ins. Co.,
Co., 269
269 Fed.
Fed. Appx.
at

222-23
222-23 (citing Berman,
Berman, 216 F.2d at 628) (“We
(“We have
have held,
held, in
inconstruing
construing Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law, that
that
rainwater,
rainwater, once
once itit hit
hitthe
theground,
ground,`ceased
`ceased to
to be
be rain
rain and,
and, properly
properlycharacterized,
characterized, was
was by
by then
then surface
surface

water.”)
Rock-Epstein, 2008
2008 WL
WL 4425059
*3 (same).
water.”) (emphasis
(emphasis added);
added); Rock-Epstein,
4425059 at
at *3
(same).
Moreover,
will be
more fully
fully below,
Moreover, and
and as
as will
be discussed
discussed more
below,water
waterthat
that is
is properly
properlycharacterized
characterized as
as

“surface water”
such when
when itit is diverted or channeled,
water” loses
loses its
its characteristics
characteristics as
as such
channeled, although it may
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later
surface water
water aasecond
secondtime.
time. See
See T.H.E.
T.H.E. Ins.
Ins. Co., 269 Fed.Appx. at
later become
become surface
at 223 (describing

water as
as rain
rain when falling,
falling, surface
surface water when itit hit
hitthe
theground,
ground, and
and which
which“then
“thenentered
entered aa sewer
sewer

pipe, and
finally became
surface water
water a second
time as
as itit flowed down
and finally
became surface
second time
down aa slope
slope after
after the
the pipe
pipe
ruptured.”)
ruptured.”) (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

The water that damaged
Green Street’s
Street’s Property was
was never
never on the surface
surface of
of the ground,
damaged Green

never flowed
flowed down a slope
slope of
of land
land and
andnever
neverflowed
flowedinto
into the
theground
groundbefore
beforethe
theLoss
Lossoccurred.
occurred. It
came
from an
an area
areanear
nearan
aninterior
interiorroof
roofdrain,
drain,approximately
approximately fifteen
fifteen feet
feet over
over the
the interior
interior floor
floor of
came from
of the
the

Property.
Property. (N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 44). ItItisisunreasonable
unreasonable to
to interpret
interpret the
the “surface
“surface water”
water” exclusion
exclusion as
as

encompassing
suchaasituation.
situation. Erie has
encompassing such
has shown, at the very most,
most, indeed,
indeed, that its exclusionary
exclusionary

language
ambiguouswhen
whenapplied
appliedto
to the
the facts
facts of
of this Loss. Because
language isis ambiguous
Because the
the exclusion
exclusion must
must be
be
interpreted narrowly, and
any ambiguity must
and because
because any
must be
be interpreted
interpreted against
against Erie,
Erie, Green
Green Street
Street

respectfully contends
that Erie
Erie has
has failed
failed to prove that the Loss is excluded by operation of the
contends that
the
Policy’s “surface water” exclusion.

2.
2.

The “Surface
“Surface Water”
Water On
Water”Exclusion
ExclusionDoes
DoesNot
NotApply,
Apply,Because
Because The Water
The Roof Had Been
Diverted
And,
As
A
Result,
Was
Not
Surface
Water
Been Diverted And,
Not Surface Water
At
At The
The Time
Time Of
Of The
The Loss.
Loss.

If, assuming
arguendo,this
thisCourt
Courtholds
holdsthat
thatwater
wateron
onaaroof
roofisis within
within the
the definition
definition of
assuming arguendo,
“surface
the water
water that
thatultimately
ultimately fell
fell into
“surface water,”
water,” the
the exclusion
exclusion is
is inapplicable
inapplicablebecause
because the
intothe
the Property
Property
had
been diverted
diverted and,
as such,
such, was
was no
no longer
longer considered
considered surface
surface water.
water.
had been
and, as

Where surface
surface water
water is
is intentionally
intentionally diverted, itit is
surface water.
water. 11
is no
no longer
longer considered
considered surface
Couch
3d, §
§ 153.57,
153.57, at
at 153-80.
153-80.
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance 3d,

The decision
decisionof
of Heller
Heller v.
v. Fire Ins.
Ins. Exch.,
Exch., 800
800 P.2d
P.2d1006
1006(Col.
(Col.1990),
1990),isisinstructive.
instructive. Heller
involved,
involved,in
inthe
the context
context of
ofan
an all
all risk
riskpolicy,
policy,the
theinterpretation
interpretationofofan
anexclusion
exclusionfor
fordamage
damagecaused
caused by
by
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surface
water identical
identical to
in Erie’s
by
surface water
to that
that contained
contained in
Erie’s Policy.
Policy.The
Theinsureds’
insureds’home
homehad
hadbeen
been damaged
damaged by

water that
that had
had originated
originated from
from melting snow.
snow. Id.
Id.atat 1007.
1007. However,
However,the
themelted
meltedsnow
snowhad
had been
been
diverted
insureds’ property
of aa trench
trench on
onnearby
nearbyproperty.
property.Id.
Id. Finding
Finding the
exclusion
the exclusion
diverted onto
onto the
the insureds’
property by
by use
use of

unambiguous,
unambiguous, the
the court
court held
held that
that ititwas
wasnevertheless
nevertheless inapplicable,
inapplicable,because
because what
what had
had been
been surface
surface
water
become something
something else
elsewhen
whenits
itsnatural
natural state
statewas
wasintentionally
intentionally changed.
changed. Id.
Id. at
1008-09.
water had
had become
at 1008-09.
Given
intentional diversion
that “the
“the
Given the
the active
active and
and intentional
diversionofofthe
thewater,
water,the
theSupreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Colorado
Colorado held
held that

runoff
not
runofflost
lostits
itscharacter
characteras
as surface
surface water
water when
when itit was
was diverted
divertedby
bythe
the trenches
trenches and
and therefore
therefore was
was not

within
water exclusion
exclusion contained
containedin
in the
the[insureds]]
[insureds]] property.”
property.” Id.
at 1009.
within the
the surface
surface water
Id. at
Similarly,
Similarly,ininGeorgetowne
Georgetowne Sq.
Sq. v.
v. United
UnitedStates
States Fid.
Fid. and
and Guar. Co., 523 N.W.2d 380 (Neb.

Ct. App.
App. 1994),
1994), the
the court
court held
held that
that an
an exclusion for
for surface
surface water did
did not
not apply
apply when
when water
water was
was

diverted
diverted into an
an underground
underground pipe, and the water
water exited
exited the
the pipe
pipe below
belowground
groundas
as designed.
designed.

Although surface
water at
at one
when it was
surface water
one time, its natural
natural state
state was
was disturbed
disturbed when
was intentionally
channeled
into aa pipe.
pipe. Id.
channeled into
Id. at
at 385-86.
385-86. Therefore,
Therefore,the
theoffending
offendingwater
waterhad
hadlost
lostits
itscharacter
characteras
as surface
surface

water
the time
time the
the loss
loss occurred.
occurred. Id. at
water by the
at 386-87
386-87 (citing Heller,
Heller, 800
800 P.2d
P.2d at 1009; see
see also
also
Transamerica
Ins.Co.
Co.v.
v.Raffkind,
Raffkind, 521
521 S.W.2d
S.W.2d 935
935 (Tex.
(Tex. Civ.
Civ. App. 1975)).
Transamerica Ins.
Surface
water, by
by definition,
definition, stops
being surface
surfacewater
waterwhen
whenititflows
flowsinto
into aadrain.
drain. Industrial
Industrial
Surface water,
stops being

Enclosure Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Northern
Northern Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co.of
of N.Y.,
N.Y., No.
No. 97
97 C
C 6850,
6850,2000
2000WL
WL1029192,
1029192,*6
*6(N.D.
(N.D. Ill.
Ill. July
26,
2000). In
sub judice,
judice, the
the water
water on
onthe
theroof
roofwas
wasintentionally
intentionally diverted
diverted from
from the
roof by
26, 2000).
Inthe
the case
case sub
the roof
by
use
of the
the subject
subjectinterior
interior roof
roof drain.
drain. (P-2,
7; N.T.,
N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 10;
10; P-4c
P-4c&
& D-4b).
D-4b). When
use of
(P-2, ¶¶ 7;
When the
the water
water
6 it lost its character as surface water, as it took a different course
flowed
into the
the drain,
drain,6
flowed into
it lost its character as surface water, as it took a different course than that it
than that it

6 Of course, water that flows from a roof onto the surface of the ground is aptly
6
Of course, water that flows from a roof onto the surface of the ground is aptly described as
described
surface
water
whenas
is on
onthe
theground.
ground. Additionally,
Additionally, ififwater
surface water when
itit is
wateron
onaaroof
roofisisconsidered
considered surface
surface water,
water,
then water that leaked
leaked directly from
from the
the roof
roofinto
intoaastructure
structurecould
couldbe
beconsidered
considered surface
surface water.
water.
However,
However, these
these potential
potential circumstances
circumstances do
do not
not accurately
accuratelycharacterize
characterize the
the Loss.
Loss. Indeed,
Indeed, none
none of
of the
the
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would
if left
roof
would have
have taken
taken if
leftto
to its
itsnatural
naturalstate.
state. Specifically,
Specifically,on
onthe
theday
dayofofthe
theLoss,
Loss,the
the water
water on
on the
the roof

was
not left to
but was
was diverted
divertedinto
into aa drain.
drain. Once
was not
to evaporate,
evaporate, but
Once in
in the
the drain,
drain, the
the water,
water, which
ultimately
interior of
ultimatelycascaded
cascaded into and
and onto the interior
of the
the Property,
Property, was
was no
no longer
longer surface
surface water.
water.
Therefore,
if the
the roof,
roof, it
it
Therefore, even
even if
the offending
offendingwater
watercould
couldbe
beconsidered
consideredsurface
surface water
water when
when on
on the
lost
as surface
surface water
water when
when itit was
was actively
actively and
and intentionally
intentionally diverted
lost its
its character
character as
divertedthrough
throughthe
theuse
use of
of aa

roof
considered “surface
“surface water,”
water,”
roof drain.
drain. Accordingly,
Accordingly,the
thewater
waterthat
thatdamaged
damagedthe
theProperty
Propertycannot
cannot be
be considered

and Erie has
has not
not met
met its
its burden
burdento
to prove
provethe
theapplicability
applicability of the exclusion.

C.

ERIE
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
ERIE HAS
HASNOT
NOTPROVEN
PROVENTHAT
THAT
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
POLICY
POLICY EXCLUSION
EXCLUSIONFOR
FOR“RUST
“RUSTOR
ORCORROSION.”
CORROSION.”

Erie
contends that
that the
theLoss
Lossisisnot
notcovered
coveredon
onaccount
accountofofthe
thePolicy’s
Policy’sexclusion
exclusionfor
for “rust
“rust
Erie also
also contends

or corrosion.”
corrosion.” InInpertinent
pertinentpart,
part,the
theexclusion
exclusionstates:
states:

B.

Coverages 1, 2 and 3

We do not cover under
Building(s) (Coverage
(Coverage1)1). . .. .. “loss”
under Building(s)
caused:
caused:

1.
1.

By
a. Wear
tear, rust
rust or
or corrosion,
corrosion, mold
mold or rotting;
Wear and tear,

decisions
cited by Erie stand
stand for
for the proposition that water on aa roof that is diverted into aa drain,
decisions cited
before damage
occurs,
retains
its character
characteras
assurface
surfacewater.
water. See
See Cameron
Cameronv.
v. USAA
USAA Prop.
damage occurs, retains its
Prop. and
and
Casualty
Ins. Co.,
Co., 733
733 A.2d
A.2d 965
965 (D.C.
(D.C. Ct. App. 1999)
Casualty Ins.
1999) (water draining
draining from
from patio,
patio, past
past aa blocked
drain
under the
the basement
basement door
door was
wassurface
surfacewater);
water); Crocker
Crocker v.
v. American
American Nat’l
drain and
and under
Nat’lGen.
Gen. Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 211
211

S.W.3d 928 (Tex. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. 2007)
2007) (water
(waterthat
that drains
drains off
offaapatio
patioand
and into
intohome
homewas
was surface
surface water,
having never
been intentionally
intentionally diverted); State
State Fire
Fire and
and Tornado
TornadoFund
Fundof
of the
theN.D.
N.D. Ins.
Ins. Dep’t
Dep’t v.
never been
North
Dakota
St.
Univ.,
694
N.W.2d
225
(N.D.
2005)
(where
tunnel
in
which
water
traveled
North Dakota St. Univ., 694 N.W.2d 225 (N.D. 2005) (where tunnel in which water traveled was
was not
not
designed
to carry
carry water,
water, water
water had
hadnot
notbeen
beenactively
activelydiverted
divertedand
andwas
wasstill
stillsurface
surfacewater).
water). Smith v.
designed to
Union
763 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 778
778 (Ill.
(Ill. 2001)
(water
Union Auto.
Auto.Indem.
Indem.Co.,
Co., 752
752 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 1261
1261 (App.),
(App.),appeal
appeal denied,
denied, 763
2001) (water
entering
window was
surface water
water where
where itit had
hadnot
notbeen
beenintentionally
intentionally diverted,
diverted, although
although
entering basement
basement window
was surface
itit did
travel
over
man-made
objects);
Thorell
v.
Union
Ins.
Co.,
492
N.W.2d
879,
884
(Neb.
1992)
did travel over man-made
Union Ins. Co.,
N.W.2d 879, 884
(water
window was
(water that
that entered
entered property after
after accumulating
accumulating on
on ground
ground outside
outside basement
basement window
was surface
surface
water)..
26
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...

unless
“loss” ensues,
unless aa covered
covered “loss”
ensues, and then
then only
only for
for
ensuing
“loss”.
ensuing “loss”.
....
(P-3, supra,
supra, at
at §§ 33 –- Exclusions, at p. 4) (italics
(italics added).
added).
This
This exclusion
exclusion is
is inapplicable
inapplicable for
fortwo
tworeasons.
reasons. First,
First,Erie
Eriehas
hasnot
notproven
proventhat
thatthe
the Loss
Loss was
was
solely
by rust
rust or
or corrosion.
corrosion. Second,
by rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion in
in the
solely caused
caused by
Second, even
even ifif the
the Loss
Loss was
was caused
caused by
the

manner
suggested by
by Erie,
Erie, the
the subsequent
water damage
damage was
was aa loss
loss that
that ensued
ensuedfrom
from the
the rust
rust or
or
manner suggested
subsequent water
corrosion
for the
corrosion and,
and, accordingly,
accordingly, the
the exclusion
exclusion does
does not
not bar
bar coverage
coverage for
the Loss.
Loss.

1.
1.

The “Rust
“Rust or
Erie Did
or Corrosion”
Corrosion”Exclusion
ExclusionDoes
Does Not
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because Erie
Not Prove That
That Either
EitherCaused
Caused The
The Loss.
Loss.

Erie’s
upon the
the testimony
testimony of
of
Erie’scontention
contentionthat
thatthe
theLoss
Losswas
wascaused
caused by
byrust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosionisisbased
based upon

Rodney
J. Blouch,
Blouch, P.E.,
P.E., aa civil
civil engineer.
that Mr.
Mr. Blouch’s
Rodney J.
engineer. Green
Green Street
Street respectfully contends
contends that

testimony
testimony is an insufficient
insufficient basis
basis upon
upon which
which to
to conclude
conclude that
that the
the Loss
Loss was
was caused
caused by rust or
corrosion.

Mr.
Mr. Blouch’s
Blouch’stestimony
testimonywas
was more
more revealing for
for what
what he
he did not know,
know, or
or did
did not
not consider,
consider,

than
than it was helpful in
in determining
determining how
how the
the Loss
Loss occurred.
occurred. Mr.
Mr.Blouch
Blouchacknowledged
acknowledgedthat,
that, as
as an
an
expert
to have
have as
as complete
complete an
an understanding
understanding of
of the
the facts
facts as
aspossible.
possible. He
expert witness,
witness, he
he needed
needed to
He also
also
agreed
that the
the usefulness
usefulness of
of his analysis was to be
if ititwas
agreed that
be questioned if
was based
based upon
upon an
an inaccurate
inaccurate
understanding
of the
facts. (N.T.,
understanding of
the facts.
(N.T., 9/22/08, at 86; 88-90). Mr.
Mr. Blouch’s
Blouch’stestimony
testimonyproved
proved no
no more.

Mr. Blouch:

?
Fletcher,
hehe
accurately
• failed
failedtotospeak
speakwith
withMr.
Mr.
Fletcher,who
who
accuratelydescribed
describedas
asthe
the“first
“first
responder”
on scene
scene at
atthe
thetime
time of
of the
the Loss;
Loss; (N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 92);
92);
responder” on
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?
• failed
failedtotospeak
speakwith
withMr.
Mr.Woidislawsky,
Woidislawsky,who
whorepaired
repairedthe
the pipe,
pipe, or Mr.
Mr. Krumins,
Krumins, aa

roofer
on the
the subject
subject roof
roof in
in the
prior to the
roofer who had
had been
been on
the days
days prior
the Loss; (N.T.,
9/22/08, at 91-93);

?
• failed
failedtotoreview
reviewthe
thedeposition
depositiontestimony
testimonyofofMessrs.
Messrs. Fletcher
Fletcher or Woidislawsky;
?
toto
attend
Woidislawsky
• failed
failed
attendthe
thetrial
trialtotohear
hearthe
thetestimony
testimonyof
ofMessrs.
Messrs. Fletcher or Woidislawsky
as
to their
their observations
observations at
at the
the time
time of
of and
and immediately
immediately after
regarding
as to
after the
the Loss
Loss and
and regarding

the nature
nature of
of the
the repairs
repairs made;
made;(N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 92
92 &
& 100);

?
• assumed
assumedthat
thatthe
thedrain
drainhub
hubunderneath
underneaththe
theroof
roofdrain
drainhad
hadbeen
been replaced
replaced after the
Loss, which was wrong; (N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 100-03);
100-03); and
and

?
• assumed
assumedthat
thatMr.
Mr.Woidislawsky
Woidislawskyhad
hadput
putaanew
newFernco
Fernco coupling
coupling on
on the
the top of the
PVC pipe to reconnect
reconnect it to the bottom of
of the
the drain, when, in truth
truth and
and in
in fact,
fact, he
he

had
to put
put aa new
new clamp around
around the
the existing
existing black, rubber coupling,
had only needed
needed to
because
neitherthe
theblack
blackcoupling
coupling nor
nor its
its bottom
bottom clamp
clamp had
had been
beendisturbed.
disturbed. (N.T.,
(N.T.,
because neither

9/22/08, at 28-29; 103-05
103-05 &
& 109-11).

Mr.
Mr. Blouch’s
Blouch’sanalysis
analysis isisundercut
undercut and
and untrustworthy
untrustworthybecause
because itit isisbased
based upon
upon mistaken
mistaken
beliefs
an inaccurate
inaccurate understanding
understandingof
of the
thefacts
factssurrounding
surroundingthe
theLoss.
Loss. This
This Court
Court should
should give
give it
it
beliefs and
and an
no
whatsoever.
no credence
credence whatsoever.
Further,
of the
Loss. The
The
Further, Mr.
Mr.Blouch
Blouchnever
neverclearly
clearlyand
andunequivocally
unequivocallytestified
testifiedasastotothe
thecause
cause of
the Loss.

only
as follows:
follows:
only time
time Mr.
Mr.Blouch
Blouchcame
came close
close to offering
offering such
such testimony was as
Q.

Did you
you ultimately
ultimately determine
determine how
how you
youbelieved
believed this
thispipe
pipe
separated
from the
the roof?
roof?
separated from

A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Can
take the
the Court through your analysis
Can you take
analysis in terms of that
specific
issue.
specific issue.
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A.

That involved
involved both
both visual
visualobservations
observations and
and some
some queries
queries and
and
responses
thatyielded
yielded to
to me
me the
the impression that that pipe had
responses that
had
been
repaired and
and there
there was
was new
new equipment,
equipment, new
new hardware
hardware on
on it,
it,
been repaired
which
which gave
gave evidence
evidence of that.
that.

There
new
in in
There was
was also
also was
was aa hanger
hanger on
on it itthat
thatwas
was
new
appearance,
aswell
well as
asan
anold
old location
location on
on the
the pipe
pipe which
which have
appearance, as
have the
the
impression
of
corrosion
from
the
silhouette,
made
a
silhouette
in
impression of corrosion from the silhouette, made a silhouette in
corrosion products
products of
of what likely
likely was
was aa former
former hanger
hanger at
at that
location.
(N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 78).
Mr.
Mr. Blouch
Blouchnever
never testified
testifiedthat
thatthe
the “drain
“drainhub
hubfasteners”
fasteners”(described
(described in
in his
his report)
report) around
around the
the

Fernco
Fernco coupling at the top of the PVC pipe, which held
held the PVC
PVC pipe
pipe to
to the
the underside of the roof
drain,
theLoss.
Loss. Further,
Further, with
with respect
to the
the lower,
lower, lateral
lateral pipe,
pipe, Mr.
Mr. Blouch
drain, caused
caused the
respect to
Blouch did
did not
not testify
testify that
that

any
“corrosion” where
any “corrosion”
wherehe
hespeculated
speculated that
that aa prior
priorpipe
pipe“hanger”
“hanger”had
hadonce
oncebeen
beenlocated
locatedcaused
caused the
the
Loss,
or even
caused the
the pipe
pipe hanger
hangerto
to fail.
fail.
Loss, or
even caused

Indeed,
even giving
giving Mr.
Mr. Blouch’s
Indeed, even
Blouch’stestimony
testimonythe
thebenefit
benefitof
ofmore
moreinferences
inferences than
than are
are fair, his
his
testimony,
was that
that corrosion
corrosion was
found at
“what likely
at that
thatlocation.”
location.”
testimony, at
at best,
best, was
was found
at “what
likelywas
was aa former
former hanger
hanger at

(N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at p.
p. 78;
78; l.l.17)
17)(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added). Such
Suchequivocal
equivocal testimony
testimony isis insufficient.7
insufficient.7
McMahon
McMahonv.v.Young,
Young,442
442Pa.
Pa.484,
484,276
276A.2d
A.2d534,
534,535
535(1971);
(1971);Stahl
Stahlv.v.Redcay,
Redcay, 897
897 A.2d
A.2d478,
478, 491
491 n.4
n.4

(Pa.
Super. 2006),
2006), alloc.
alloc. denied,
denied, 591
591 Pa.
Pa. 704,
704, 918
918 A.2d
A.2d 747
747 (2007).
(2007).
(Pa. Super.

Even
if the
Court finds
Even if
the Court
finds Mr.
Mr.Blouch’s
Blouch’stestimony
testimonysufficient,
sufficient,totocreate
createaatriable
triableissue
issue of
of fact,
fact, as
as
to
pipe hanger
hangeron
onthe
thelower,
lower, lateral
lateral pipe;
pipe; (2)
(2) it
it rusted
and/or corroded
corroded
to whether
whether (1)
(1) there
there had
had been
been aa pipe
rusted and/or
before
the Loss;
Loss; and
and (3)
(3) such
such rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion caused
caused the
theLoss,
Loss,itit is
is not
not persuasive.
persuasive. The
The testimony
testimony
before the

7 Mr. Blouch equivocated in his report as well, using “probably” instead of “likely” as
7
Mr. Blouch equivocated in his report as well, using “probably” instead of “likely” as he
he (D-7 at 4 (“and
testified.
nearthe
thedrain
draininlet”)).
inlet”)). Mr.
(“and possibly
possibly a pipe hanger
hanger near
Mr. Blouch
Blouch was
was not
not
permitted
of his
his report.
report. See
Walsh v.
v. Kubiak,
Kubiak, 661
permitted to
to testify
testifybeyond
beyond the
the scope
scope of
See Walsh
661 A.2d
A.2d416,
416, 419-21
419-21 (Pa.
(Pa.
Super.
1995), alloc.
alloc. denied,
543 Pa.
Pa. 716,
716, 672
672 A.2d
A.2d 309
309 (1996).
(1996).
Super. 1995),
denied, 543
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that
was “likely”
“likely” aapipe
basedupon
uponwhat
whatMr.
Mr. Blouch
Blouch
that there was
pipehanger
hanger that
that corroded
corroded before
before the
the Loss is based

describes
asaarust
ruststain
stain“where
“whereititcould
couldbe
bethe
thelocation
locationofofthe
theold
oldhanger[.]”
hanger[.]” (N.T., 9/22/08,
describes as
9/22/08, at
at 80).

This testimony is highly
highly speculative.
speculative.
First,
corroded, one
one would
would expect
expect either
either (1)
(1) part
part of
of it
it would
First, ifif aa pipe
pipe hanger
hanger corroded,
would have
have remained
remained
attached
to the
the flange
flange or
or PVC
PVC pipe;
pipe; or
would have
been found
found in
in FletcherFletcherattached to
or (2)
(2) the
the corroded
corroded hanger
hanger would
have been

Harlee’s print room after the
the Loss.
Loss. It was
was not.
not. (N.T.,
what Mr.
Mr. Blouch
(N.T., 9/22/08, at 16-18). Second,
Second, what
suggests
is aarust
ruststain
stain from
from aa prior
prior hanger
is not
not present
on the
the underside
underside of
of the
the PVC
PVC pipe,
where the
suggests is
hanger is
present on
pipe, where
the

hanger
would most
in contact
hanger would
most certainly
certainly have
have been
been in
contact with
with the
the PVC
PVCpipe
pipeand
and where
where any
any water
water causing
causing
8
the
hangertotorust
rust
would
have
traveled.
(D-4b;
P-4c;
P-4d;
P4-e).8
Third,
no of
the hanger
would
have
traveled.
(D-4b;
P-4c;
P-4d;
P4-e).
Third,
therethere
was nowas
evidence
evidence of

any
leaks or
or water penetration in the area
area of
of the
the repair
repair at
at any
anytime
time before
before the
the Loss.
Loss. The testimony
any leaks

was to the contrary. (N.T., 9/22/08, at 25). IfIfrust
rustformed,
formed,where
where did
didthe
the water
water causing
causing itit come
come

from? Mr.
Mr.Blouch
Blouchnever
never said.
said.
Mr.
the ceiling tiles at
Mr. Blouch
Blouchalso
also pointed
pointed totohangers
hangers in
in other
other areas
areas above
above the
at the
the Property,
Property,

hangers
which he
he believes
believesshow
show evidence
evidenceofofrust.
rust. He
hangers which
He specifically
specifically pointed
pointed to
toPhotograph
Photograph #25
#25
attached
to his
hisreport.
report. (N.T., 9/22/08,
Mr.
attached to
9/22/08, at
at 82). This
This testimony
testimonyundercuts
undercuts -–rather
rather than
than supports
supports -- Mr.
Blouch’s
Blouch’s theory.
theory. InInPhotograph
Photograph#25,
#25,aarust
ruststain
stainextends
extends around
around the
the bottom
bottom of
of the
the pipe,
pipe, where
where the
the

pipe rests
against the
the hanger,
hanger,unlike
unlike the
the irregular
irregular stain seen
on D-4b,
D-4b, P-4c
P-4c and
and P-4d,
P-4d, where
where Mr.
Mr.
rests against
seen on
Blouch
the“likely”
“likely” prior
located. (D-7,
Blouch suggests
suggests the
priorpipe
pipehanger
hanger was
was located.
(D-7, Photograph
Photograph #25).
#25). Of
Ofcourse,
course, the
the
pipe
depicted in
in Photograph
#25, described
described by
by Mr.
Mr. Blouch
pipe hanger
hanger depicted
Photograph #25,
Blouch as
as bearing
bearing evidence
evidence of
of rust
rust and
and

corrosion, had not failed, either. (N.T.,
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 112).

8 In fact, the photographs before the repair was made do not show the stain to
8
In fact, the photographs before the repair was made do not show the stain to which Mr.
which
Mr.
Blouch
points
weeks after
after the
theLoss.
Loss. (D-3;
(D-3; P-4a;
Blouch points in
in the
the photographs
photographs taken weeks
P-4a; P4-b).
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Mr.
that the
the lower
lower PVC
PVC pipe
pristine when
Mr. Blouch
Blouchalso
alsoassumes
assumes that
pipe was
was pristine
when itit was
was installed,
installed, and
and he
he

does
does not know ififwhat
whathe
hedescribes
describes as
as aa rust
rust stain
stain was
was present
present when the pipe was
was installed at
at the
the

Property. (N.T.,
if made from
(N.T.,9/22/08,
9/22/08,at
at 111-12).
111-12). He
Healso
also offers
offers no
no explanation
explanation for
for why
why the
the stain, if
the
pipe hanger
hanger that
that Mr.
Mr. Blouch
located some
some distance
distance from
from
the pipe
Blouchbelieves
believeswas
was replaced
replaced after
after the
the Loss,
Loss, is
is located

the
pipe hanger
installed after
the pipe
hanger installed
after the
the Loss.
Loss. (D-4b;
(D-4b; P-4c;
P-4c; P-4d;
P-4d; P4-e).

The testimony of Mr.
speculation. Even
Mr. Blouch
Blouchisisnothing
nothingmore
morethan
than conjecture
conjecture and speculation.
Even when
considered,
nothing. Green
considered, itit proves
proves nothing.
GreenStreet
Street respectfully
respectfullycontends
contends that
that Erie
Erie has
has not
not proven
proven that
that the
the
Loss
was caused
caused by
by rust
rust or
or corrosion.
corrosion.
Loss was

2.
2.

Green
Street’s Claim
Claim Is
Is Not Excluded
Excluded By
By Operation
Operation Of The “Rust or
Green Street’s
or
Corrosion”
Corrosion”Exclusion,
Exclusion,Because
Because A
A Covered
Covered Loss
Loss Ensued.

Although
AlthoughGreen
GreenStreet
Street contends
contends that
that Erie
Eriehas
has not
not met
met its
its burden
burden to
to prove
prove that
that aa pipe
pipe hanger,
hanger,

or even the top clamp to
to the
the Fernco
Fernco coupling,
coupling, rusted
rusted or corroded,
corroded, the exclusion is inapplicable
inapplicable
because
covered loss
loss ensued.
because aa covered
ensued.

As noted
causedby
by“rust
“rust or
or corrosion” “unless a
noted earlier, the Policy does
does not cover loss
loss caused
covered
“loss” ensues,
and then
thenonly
onlyfor
for ensuing
ensuing“loss”.
“loss”. (P-3,
covered “loss”
ensues, and
(P-3,supra,
supra, at
at § 3 –- Exclusions,
Exclusions, at
at p. 4)
(emphasis
added). The
The import
import of this “ensuing loss” provision
corrosion will
will not
(emphasis added).
provision is
is that
that rust
rust and corrosion
not bar
bar
a
claim ifif aa loss
from the
the rust
rust or
or corrosion,
corrosion, so
long as
the ensuing
ensuing loss
loss is
isnot,
not, itself,
itself, excluded
excluded
a claim
loss ensues
ensues from
so long
as the

in
Policy. See
Inc. v.
v. Industrial
Industrial Risk
in the
the Policy.
See Raybestos-Manhattan,
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.
RiskInsurers,
Insurers, 433
433 A.2d
A.2d 906,
906, 908-09
908-09 (Pa.
(Pa.

Super.
1981) (where
(where ensuing
ensuing loss
loss provision
provision allowed for
Super. 1981)
for coverage,
coverage, court held
held that
that ensuing
ensuing loss
loss
provision
coverage provided”).
provided”).
provision “severely
“severelyrestricts
restricts the
the exclusion
exclusion and
and broadens
broadens the coverage

In the
to recover
recover the
the value
value of the allegedly
the matter
matter sub
sub judice,
judice, Green
Green Street
Street does
does not seek
seek to
rusted
hanger, or
or clamp.
clamp. ItIt seeks
to recover
recover for
for the
Loss that
that ensued.
ensued. According
According to
rusted hanger,
seeks to
the Loss
to Erie,
Erie, the
the rusted
rusted
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and
caused the
the PVP
PVP pipe
pipe to spontaneously
spontaneously separate
separatefrom
from the
the roof
roof drain, causing
and corroded hanger
hanger caused
causing

loss provision
water to pour into
into the
the Property.
Property. (P-2, ¶ 7). Green
GreenStreet
Streetagrees
agrees that an
an ensuing loss
“cannot reinsert an
an excluded
excludedperil
perilinto
into the
thepolicy.”
policy.” (Erie’s
(Erie’sTrial
TrialMem.
Mem.atat16).
16).However,
However,and
andas
as has
has
been
demonstrated above,
above, Erie
Erie is
is incorrect
incorrect in
been demonstrated
incontending
contendingthat
thatthis
thisensuing
ensuingloss
lossisisexcluded,
excluded,as
as itit does
does

not fall within
within the
the Policy
Policy exclusions
exclusions for “rain”
“rain”or
or “surface
“surface water.”
water.” (See,
(See, infra,
infra, at
at 27-31).
For this reason,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “rust
reason, the
“rust or
or corrosion”
corrosion”does
does not
not exclude
exclude from
fromcoverage
coverage the
the
claim
in respect
to the
the Loss.
Loss. See
alsoEckstein
Eckstein v.
v. Cincinnati
Cincinnati Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., No.
No.
claim brought
brought by
by Green
Green Street
Street in
respect to
See also

05:05CV043,
05:05CV043, 2007
2007 WL
WL2894049,
2894049, **2-3
**2-3(W.D.
(W.D.Ky.
Ky.Sept.
Sept.27,
27,2007)
2007)(ensuring
(ensuringloss
losswas
was covered
covered that
that

resulted
from excluded peril, interpreting any
resulted from
any ambiguity
ambiguity against
against insurer); Blaine Constr. Corp. v.
th Cir. 1999) (ensuing loss that
Insurance
Co.of
ofN.
N. Am.,
Am., 171
171 F.3d
F.3d 343,
343,349-50
349-50&& 353(6
353(6th
Insurance Co.
Cir. 1999) (ensuing loss that flowed
flowed

naturally
from coverage);
Harbor &
& Terminal
Terminal Dist.
naturally from
fromexcluded
excluded peril
perilwas
was not
not barred
barred from
coverage); Lake Charles Harbor

v.
Casualty&& Indem.
Indem.Co.,
Co.,857
857F.2d
F.2d286,
286,287-89
287-89
1988)
(exclusion
v. Imperial
Imperial Casualty
(5th(5th
Cir.Cir.
1988)
(exclusion
inapplicable
inapplicable
where
where covered
covered loss
loss ensued).
ensued).

D.

ERIE
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
ERIE HAS
HASNOT
NOTPROVEN
PROVENTHAT
THAT
THE
LOSS
IS EXCLUDED
BY THE
POLICY
EXCLUSION
FOR
“DETERIORATION.”
POLICY EXCLUSION FOR “DETERIORATION.”

Lastly, Erie
Loss is
is excluded
excluded from
from coverage
by operation
operation of
of the
the Policy’s
Policy’s
Erie contends
contends that the Loss
coverage by

exclusion for “deterioration.”
“deterioration.” This
Thisisisincorrect
incorrectfor
forthree
threereasons.
reasons.

1.
1.

The “Deterioration”
“Deterioration” Exclusion
Erie Did Not
ExclusionDoes
Does Not
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because Erie
Prove That Rust Or
Or Corrosion
Corrosion Occurred
OccurredOr
OrCaused
Caused The
The Loss.
Loss.

First,
only “deterioration”
“deterioration” alleged
is rust
rust and
andcorrosion.
corrosion. For
For all
all
First, the
the only
allegedby
byErie
Erieto
to have
have occurred
occurred is
the
reasons discussed
discussedabove,
above,Erie
Eriehas
hasfailed
failedto
toprove
prove that
that such
suchrust
rustor
orcorrosion
corrosion occurred,
occurred, or
or that
that it
it
the reasons
caused
any loss.
loss. (See,
infra, at
at 27-31).
27-31). Thus,
if the exclusion
caused any
(See, infra,
Thus, even
even if
exclusion for “deterioration”
“deterioration” could
could be
be
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interpreted to include “rust
“rust or
or corrosion,”
corrosion,”ititdoes
doesnot
notpreclude
preclude coverage
coverage for
for the
the Loss.

2.
2.

The “Deterioration”
“Deterioration”Exclusion
ExclusionDoes
Does Not
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because ItItDoes
Does Not
Not
Include
Damage
Caused
By
Rust
Or
Corrosion.
Include Damage Caused By Rust Or Corrosion.

Second,
apparentthat
thatErie
Eriedid
didnot
notintend
intendthat
thatthe
theexclusion
exclusionfor
for“deterioration”
“deterioration” include
Second, itit is apparent

damages
causedbybythe
the
kindofof“rust”
“rust”oror“corrosion”
“corrosion”described
describedbybyMr.
Mr.Blouch.
Blouch. “Deterioration”
“Deterioration” is
damages caused
kind
commonly
involving “the
friction and
commonly referred
referred to
to as
as involving
“theaction
actionof
ofnormally
normallyexpected
expectedelements
elements of
of stress,
stress, friction
and

the daily traumas
traumas of
of []
[] life
life to the object during
during its
its normal
normal life
life expectancy.” Cyclops
Cyclops Corp. v. Home

Ins. Co., 352 F. Supp.
Supp. 931,
931, 936
936 (W.D.
(W.D. Pa.
Pa. Jan.
Jan.10,
10,1973)
1973)(cited
(citedby
byErie
Eriein
in its
its Trial
Trial Mem. at 15).
Under the facts proffered by Erie, any
any rust or corrosion
corrosion resulted
resulted not from
from what
what was
was expected
expected but
from
and unintended
unintended contact
contactof
of water
water upon
upon the
theallegedly,
allegedly, previously-existing
previously-existing pipe
from the
the unexpected
unexpected and
pipe
hanger.
Cavalier Gp.
Gp. v.
v. Strescon
Strescon Indus.,
Indus.,Inc.,
Inc.,782
782F.
F.Supp.
Supp.946,
946,955-56
955-56(D.
(D.De.
De.1992)
1992)(limiting
(limiting
hanger. See
See Cavalier
“deterioration”
S.W.2d
“deterioration”toto“normal
“normaland
andinevitable
inevitableoccurrences”);
occurrences”);Travelers
TravelersIndem.
Indem.Co.
Co.v.v.Jarrett,
Jarrett, 369
369 S.W.2d

653,
654-55 (Tex.
(Tex. Civ.
Civ. App.
App. 1963)
(“deterioration” exclusion
653, 654-55
1963) (“deterioration”
exclusionapplied
appliedonly
onlytotoinherent
inherent deterioration,
deterioration,
not
by an
an external
external event).
event).
not that
that caused
caused by

Erie’s
exclusion for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration” with
Erie’s placement
placement of
of the
the exclusion
withthat
that for
for“depreciation,”
“depreciation,”an
anexpected
expected
and
natural event,
879 A.2d
A.2d at
and natural
event, only
onlystrengthens
strengthens this
thissuggested
suggested interpretation.
interpretation.See
See401
401Fourth
FourthSt.,
St., Inc.,
Inc., 879
at

172
(should look
look to
172 (should
to entirety
entirety of
of language
language in
in policy
policyinterpretation);
interpretation);22Couch
Couchon
onInsurance
Insurance3d,
3d, §§ 22:30,
22:30, at
at

22-65
is is
contained
one
22-65 (“Where
(“Where an
an entire
entire limitation
limitationofofliability
liability
containedinin
onesentence,
sentence,ititmust
mustbe
beconstrued
construedas
as aa
whole,
one word
word or
or phrase
phrase from
from another.”).
another.”).
whole, not
not by
by separating
separating one

Furthermore,
Erie added
added aa specific
specific exclusion
Furthermore, Erie
exclusion for “rust or
or corrosion”
corrosion” after
afterthat
thatforfor
compare §§ III
III Exclusions,
Exclusions, at
at A.1.
A.1. for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration” on
“deterioration” in
in the
the Policy. (P-3; compare
on pg. 3
with
for “rust or corrosion” on p.
p. 4).
4). By
with that at B.1. for
By including
including an
an exclusion for “rust or corrosion”
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after
for “deterioration,”
after one
one for
“deterioration,”ititisisreasonable
reasonabletotoconclude
concludethat
thatErie
Erieunderstood
understoodthat
thatdamages
damages caused
caused

by the specific
specific perils of
of rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion were
were not
not already
already within
within the
the general
general exclusion
exclusion for
deterioration.
deterioration. See
See401
401Fourth
FourthSt.,
St.,Inc.,
Inc.,879
879A.2d
A.2datat172
172(in
(inascertaining
ascertaininglanguage’s
language’s meaning,
meaning, should
should

look to
to entirety
entirety of
oflanguage,
language, not just
just particular
particular word
word at
at issue);
issue); 22 Couch
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance 3d, § 22:44
(specific
shouldprevail
prevail over
over general
generalclauses).
clauses).At
Atthe
thevery
veryleast,
least,aafair
fairreview
review of
of the
the Policy
Policy in
in
(specific clauses
clauses should

its
an interpretation.
interpretation. Construing
its totality
totalitysupports
supports such
such an
Construingany
any ambiguity
ambiguityagainst
against Erie,
Erie, the
the drafter
drafter of
of the
the
Policy,
by “rust
“rust or
or
Policy, the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration”cannot
cannotbe
beinterpreted
interpretedtotoinclude
includedamage
damage caused
caused by

corrosion.”

3.
3.

The “Deterioration”
“Deterioration” Exclusion
Application Of
ExclusionDoes
DoesNot
Not Apply,
Apply,Because
Because Application
It
For The Loss Would
Would Render Illusory
Illusory The
It To
To Deny
Deny Coverage
Coverage For
The Coverage
Coverage
Afforded
For
Loss
Ensuing
From
Rust
Or
Corrosion.
Afforded For Loss
Or

Third, by
corrosion “ensuing
“ensuing loss” provision, the Policy affords
by operation
operation of the
the rust and corrosion
coverage
for losses
that ensue
ensue from
from rust
rust and
and corrosion,
corrosion, so
long as
the ensuing
ensuing loss
loss is
is not
not excluded.
excluded.
coverage for
losses that
so long
as the
In
also discussed
discussed above,
above, the
the ensuing
ensuing loss
loss -- the
thecascading
cascadingof
ofwater
waterinto
intothe
theProperty
In this
this matter,
matter, and
and as
as also
Property

from
operation of
of the
the exclusions
exclusions for
for “rain”
“rain” and
from above
above - is not excluded by operation
and “surface water,”
water,” as
as Erie
alleges.
infra, at
at 10-26).
10-26). Therefore, by operation
operation of
of Section
SectionIII
III –- Exclusions, B.1, the Policy
alleges. (See,
(See, infra,

provides coverage
for a loss of
coverage for
of the
the kind
kindexperienced
experienced by
by Green
Green Street
Street that
that ensues
ensues from rust and
and
corrosion.

A
A policy
policyexclusion
exclusioncannot
cannotnegate
negate coverage
coverage found elsewhere
elsewhere in a policy,
policy, unless
unless itit does
does so
specifically
of policy
policy
specificallyand
andexpressly.
expressly.401
401Fourth
FourthSt.,
St.,Inc.,
Inc.,879
879 A.2d
A.2dat
at 174
174 (disapproving
(disapproving interpretation
interpretation of
language
that would
would render
render illusory
illusory coverage
provided elsewhere
in policy);
policy); 22 Couch
3d,
language that
coverage provided
elsewhere in
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance 3d,

§
22:31, at
at 22-66
22-66&
& 22-67.
22-67. When
Policy, it
it made
decision that
that if
if rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion led
led
§ 22:31,
When Erie
Erie wrote
wrote the
the Policy,
made aa decision
to
subsequent or
or ensuing
ensuing loss,
loss, the
the subsequent
subsequent or
or ensuing
ensuing loss
loss would
would be
covered, so
long as
to aa subsequent
be covered,
so long
as itit was
was
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not
the subsequent
subsequentloss
loss–- the
the entry
entry of
of water
water from
from
not otherwise
otherwise excluded.
excluded. For
Forall
allthe
thereasons
reasons discussed,
discussed, the

infra, at 10-26).
above
onto and
and into
into the
the interior
interior of the Property
Property –- is
above onto
is not
not an
an excluded peril. (See,
(See, infra,
Thus,
of the
the kind
kind experienced
is covered
covered when
when it
it ensues
from rust
rust or
or
Thus, water
water damage
damage of
experienced by
by Green
Green Street
Street is
ensues from

corrosion. (See,
infra, at
at 30-31).
30-31). This coverage
coverage is
isillusory
illusory if
if the deterioration
deterioration clause
(See, infra,
clause is interpreted

to swallow
affordedby
by the
the ensuing
ensuing loss
lossprovision
provisionwhen
whenwater
water–- not
swallow the specific
specific coverage
coverage afforded
deterioration
deterioration-–isisthe
theensuing
ensuingloss.
loss.See
See401
401Fourth
FourthSt.,
St.,Inc.,
Inc.,879
879A.2d
A.2datat174
174 (recognizing
(recognizing that, in
Pennsylvania,
application of
provided elsewhere
elsewhere in
in policy
policy illusory);
illusory); 2
2
Pennsylvania, application
of exclusion
exclusioncannot
cannot make
make coverage
coverage provided

Couch
Insurance 3d,
3d, §§ 22:31,
22:31, at
at 22-66
22-66 &
& 22-67.
22-67.
Couch on
on Insurance

Consequently,
deterioration exclusion
interpreted as
disallowing the
Consequently, the
the deterioration
exclusion cannot
cannot be
be interpreted
as disallowing
the coverage
coverage

for
that follows
follows loss
causedby
byrust
rustor
orcorrosion.
corrosion. Id.
22:43, at
at 22-93
22-93 (“A
(“A construction
of
for water
water loss
loss that
loss caused
Id. §§ 22:43,
construction of
an
insurance policy
policy which
which entirely
if the
contract is
is
an insurance
entirelyneutralizes
neutralizes one
one provision
provisionshould
shouldnot
not be
be adopted
adopted if
the contract

susceptible
of another
another construction
construction which
which gives effect to all of its
consistent with
with
susceptible of
its provisions
provisions and
and is consistent

the general
general intent.”).
intent.”).

Accordingly,
thethe
Policy’s
exclusion
for for
Accordingly, the Loss
Loss isisnot
notexcluded
excludedbybyoperation
operationofof
Policy’s
exclusion
“deterioration.”

IV.
IV.

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Green
Street respectfully
respectfully contends
contends that
that Erie
Erie has
hasfailed
failed to
to meet
meetits
itsburden
burdento
toprove
provethat
thatthe
theLoss
Green Street
Loss

is
excluded by
by operation
operation of
of any
any of
of the
the four
four (4)
(4) exclusions
exclusions upon
upon which
which it
it now
is excluded
now relies.
relies.
First,
exclusion for
First, the
the exclusion
for “rain”
“rain”does
doesnot
notapply,
apply,because
because itit was
was not
not raining
rainingat
at the
the time
time of
of the
the Loss
Loss

and
had not
not rained
rainedfor
for seven
seven(7)
(7)hours
hoursprior
priorto
tothe
theLoss.
Loss. Moreover,
Moreover, even
even ifif the
the offending
offending water
water could
could
and had
be
characterized as
as“rain,”
“rain,” the
when the
the cover
cover that
that had
had been
beenon
be characterized
the roof
roof of
ofthe
the Property
Propertysustained
sustained damage
damage when
on

the
roof, over
the interior
interior roof
the roof,
over the
roof drain,
drain, blew
blew away
away in
in the
the high
high winds
windson
on the
the day
day of
of the
the Loss.
Loss.
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Second,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “surface
Pennsylvania law
law defines
defines
Second, the
“surface water”
water”does
does not
not apply,
apply,because
because Pennsylvania

“surface water”
water” as
as water on the
the surface
surface of the
the ground, and the offending
offending water
water was
was never
never on the
surface
considered surface
surfacewater
waterwhile
while it
surface of the ground. Further,
Further, even
even ififthe
the water
water could
could have
have been
been considered

remained
on the
the roof,
roof, it
it was
actively diverted
of the
the interior
interior roof
remained on
was actively
diverted by
by use
use of
roof drain,
drain,and
and lost
lost its
its character
character
as
surfacewater
waterat
atthat
thattime.
time. Therefore,
Therefore, by
by the
the time
time the
the water
water flowed
flowed from
from the
into
as surface
the interior
interior drain
drain and
and into

the Property, it was
if itithad
was no
no longer
longer surface
surface water
water when
when the
the Loss
Loss occurred, even if
had been
been surface
surface

water previously.
Third,
failed to
Third, the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for“rust
“rustororcorrosion”
corrosion”does
doesnot
notapply
applybecause
because Erie
Erie has
has failed
to prove
prove
that
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion was
sole cause
causeof
of the
theseparation
separationof
of the
thePVC
PVC pipe
pipe from
from the
that rust
was either
either present
present or
or the
the sole
the
roof
roof drain.
drain.InInthe
thealternative,
alternative,the
theexclusion
exclusiondoes
doesnot
notexclude
excludecoverage
coveragefor
forthe
theLoss,
Loss,because
because the
the Loss
Loss

that
ensued from
from any rust or corrosion was not otherwise excluded.
that ensued
Fourth,
does
Fourth, the
the exclusion
exclusionfor
for“deterioration”
“deterioration”
doesnot
notbar
barcoverage
coveragefor
forthe
theLoss
Lossfor
forthree
threereasons.
reasons.

Deterioration
phenomenon,and
andthe
the only
only “deterioration”
Deterioration is considered
considered a natural and
and expected
expected phenomenon,
suggested
byErie
Erie was
wasneither
neithernatural
naturalnor
nor expected.
expected. It was the result of an
suggested by
an external force, water,
causing
rust or
or corrosion.
corrosion. Second,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration” cannot
include
causing rust
Second, the
cannotbe
be considered
considered to
to include

damage
causedby
byrust
rustororcorrosion,
corrosion,as
asErie
Eriewrote
wroteaaspecific
specificexclusion
exclusionfor
for “rust
“rust or
or corrosion”
corrosion” and
damage caused
and
inserted
after that
that for
for “deterioration.”
“deterioration.” Such
inserted itit after
Suchaaspecific
specificexclusion
exclusiontrumps
trumpsaamore
moregeneral
generalone,
one, and
and is
is

informative
limitations of
exclusion. Lastly,
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “rust
“rust or
or
informativeas
as to
to the
the limitations
ofthe
the general
general exclusion.
Lastly,because
because the
corrosion”
from rust
corrosion,
corrosion”specifically
specificallystates
statesthat
thatcoverage
coveragewill
willexist
existfor
forany
anylosses
lossesthat
thatensue
ensue from
rust or
or corrosion,

the deterioration
exclusion cannot
cannot be
be interpreted
interpreted to
to bar
bar coverage
coveragefor
for the
the Loss.
Loss. Otherwise,
deterioration exclusion
Otherwise, the
the
coverage
afforded by
by the
theensuing
ensuingloss
lossprovision
provisionininthe
theexclusion
exclusionfor
for “rust
“rust or
or corrosion” would
coverage afforded
would be
be

illusory.
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When
sold the
the Policy,
Policy, itit knew that itit was
was issuing
issuingan
anall-risk
all-risk policy.
policy. Under
When Erie wrote and
and sold
Under an
an
all-risk
all-riskpolicy,
policy,all
allfortuitous
fortuitouslosses
lossesare
arecovered,
covered, even
even those
those resulting from
from the
the insured’s
insured’s negligence,
negligence,

unless
the insurer
insurerproves
provesthat
thataaloss
lossisisspecifically
specificallyexcluded
excludedininthe
thePolicy.
Policy.Miller,
Miller, 218
unless the
218 A.2d
A.2d at
at 278;
278;
Betz,
A.2d at
in this
this
Betz, ___
___ A.2d
at ___,
___, 2008
2008 WL
WL4291513
4291513at
at *6;
*6;Spece,
Spece, 850
850 A.2d
A.2dat
at 683.
683. Erie
Eriehas
hasnot
notdone
done so
so in
case.
case.

In an
an all-risk
all-risk policy,
policy,the
theunknown
unknownrisk
riskofofloss
lossisisborne
bornebybythe
theinsurance
insurancecompany
company under
under
Pennsylvania
law. Miller,
Pennsylvania law.
Miller,218
218A.2d
A.2datat278
278(if(ifotherwise
otherwise“the
“theinclusive
inclusivecharacter
characterofofthe
thecoverage
coverage

afforded
afforded [by an
an all-risk policy]
policy] would
wouldbe
be aa mere
mere delusion”). Having
Havingnot
notproven
proven that
that the
the Loss
Loss is

specifically
excluded, Erie
Erie has
has failed
failed to
to meet
specifically excluded,
meet its burden
burden of proof.
proof. Therefore,
Therefore,Green
Green Street
Street
respectfully
Erie on
on Erie’s
Erie’s
respectfullyrequests
requests that
that the
the Court
Courtenter
enter judgment
judgmentininfavor
favorofofGreen
GreenStreet
Street and
and against
against Erie

Counterclaim.
judgment shall
shall fully
fully resolve all
Counterclaim. Pursuant
Pursuant to the parties’ Stipulation, entry of such
such judgment
issues
in this
¶¶ 3,
3, 66 &
& 7).
issues in
this case.
case. (P-1, ¶¶

PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT
FACT
PROPOSED FINDINGS

1.
1.

On
On or
or about
about May
May1,
1,2001,
2001,Green
Green Street
Street purchased
purchased the real property located
located at
at 240
240

New York
(hereinafter“Property’).
“Property’). (P-2;
York Drive,
Drive, Fort
Fort Washington,
Washington, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania (hereinafter
(P-2; ¶ 1).
2.
2.

The Property largely consists
consists of a single-story commercial building
building (hereinafter
(hereinafter

“subject
of space.
(P-2;
“subject property”)
property”)occupying
occupyingtwo-thirds
two-thirdsofofananacre
acreofofground,
ground,oror32,240
32,240square
square feet
feet of
space. (P-2;

¶
2).
¶ 2).

3.
3.

At
At all
allrelevant
relevanttimes
timesbefore
beforethe
theLoss
Losshereinafter
hereinafterdescribed,
described,the
thesubject
subjectproperty
propertyhad
had aa

flat,
flat, modified
modified rubber
rubber roofing
roofingsystem.
system. Twelve
Twelveair
airconditioning
conditioningand
andheating
heatingunits
unitswere
were mounted
mounted on
the roof. (P-2; ¶ 3).
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4.
4.

On
the property
property at New
On the
the day
day in
in question,
question, September
September 28,
28, 2004,
2004, Green
Green Street
Street and the

York
York Drive
Drive(hereinafter
(hereinafter “Property”)
“Property”)were
wereinsured
insured under
under an
an all-risk,
all-risk, commercial
commercial insurance
insurance policy

issued
by Erie,
Erie, bearing
bearing Policy
Policy Number
Number Q41
Q41 0970052
0970052 A,
A, which, in
issued by
in addition
addition to
toother
otherinsurance
insurance
coverage
and protection,
protection, provided
provided indemnity
(hereinafter
coverage and
indemnitytotoGreen
GreenStreet
Street for
fordamage
damage to
to the
the Property
Property (hereinafter

“Erie’s Policy”
Policy” or “Policy”).
“Policy”). (P-2,
(P-2,¶¶ 4;
4; P-3).
P-3).
5.
5.

The Policy
Policy was
was aa standard
standard policy issued
issued by Erie
Erie and
and entitled
entitled “Ultrasure
“UltrasurePackage
Package

Policy for
for Property Owners.” (P-3;
(P-3; N.T.,
N.T., 9/23/08,
9/23/08, at
at 31).
6.
6.

Pursuant
to the
the Policy’s
Policy’s Insuring
Insuring Agreement,
Agreement,Erie
Erie agreed
agreedtotopay
payfor
for“loss”
“loss” of or
Pursuant to

damage
to Covered
Covered Property
Property .. .. .. caused
causedby
byor
orresulting
resultingfrom
from any
any Covered
Covered Cause
Causeof
ofLoss.”
Loss.” (P-3
damage to
(P-3 at
at

Ultrasure for Property Owners’ Commercial
Part, at
at §§ 11 –- Coverages,
1). In
Commercial Prop.
Prop. Coverage
Coverage Part,
Coverages, atatp.p.1).
turn,
Policy defines
of Loss” as
being “risk
“risk of
turn, the
the Policy
defines “Covered
“Covered Cause
Cause of
as being
of “loss”
“loss”. .....except
except as
as excluded in

this policy.”
policy.” (Id.
(Id.atat§§22-–Perils
PerilsInsured
InsuredAgainst,
Against,at
at p.
p. 3). “Loss”
“Loss”isisdefined
definedas
as “direct
“directand
and accidental

loss of or damage
damageto
tocovered
coveredproperty.”
property.” (Id.
(Id. at
at §§ 11
11 –- Definitions,
Definitions, at
at p. 16).
7.
7.

Prior to issuing
its condition,
issuing the
the Policy,
Policy, Erie
Erie inspected
inspected the Property to determine
determine its

investigate
and to
to ensure
ensurethat
thatitit wished
wished to
to insure
insure the
theProperty.
Property. Representatives
of Erie
Erie
investigate any
any hazards
hazards and
Representatives of

were permitted to go wherever they chose
choseto
toconduct
conductthe
theinspection.
inspection. (N.T., 9/23/08, at 28).
8.
8.

Fletcher-Harlee
hereinafter
Fletcher-Harleewas
wasaa tenant
tenant in
in the
the subject
subject property
propertyat
at the
the time
time of
of the
the Loss
Loss hereinafter

described.
described. (P-2; ¶ 5).
9.
9.

On
September 28,
28, 2004,
2004, at
atapproximately
approximately 6:00pm.,
6:00pm., David
David Fletcher,
of
On September
Fletcher, the
the President
President of

Fletcher-Harlee,
heard aaloud
loud bang
bangcoming
comingfrom
from the
the interior
interior area
areaof
of the
the building.
building. When
Fletcher-Harlee, heard
When he
he came
came
upon
the scene,
scene,he
heobserved
observedwater
waterfrom
fromabove
abovethe
theceiling
ceilingtiles
tiles pouring
pouring into
into the
the building
building in
upon the
inan
an area
area

that
usedas
asits
its“print
“printroom”
room” (hereinafter
(hereinafter “the
“the Loss”). (P-2;
that Fletcher-Harlee used
(P-2;¶¶ 6;
6; N.T.,
N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 43
43

&
& 45).
45).
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10.
10.

The
caused when
when aaPVC
PVC pipe,
pipe, located
located above
above the
the ceiling
ceiling tiles
The Loss
Loss was
was caused
tilesand
and connected
connected

to an interior drain on the roof, spontaneously
dislodged. (P-2; ¶ 7).
spontaneously dislodged.
11.
11.

The
purpose of
of the
the interior
interior drain
The purpose
drain was
was to
to remove
remove water
water from
from the
the roof,
roof,take
take itit inside
inside the
the

building
remove it.
it. (N.T.,
& P-4e).
building and
and then remove
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at
at 10;
10; D-4b;
D-4b; P4-c;
P4-c; P-4d &
P-4e).
12.
12.

Exhibits
P-4b, as
as well
well as
as D-3,
D-3, fairly
fairly and
accurately depict
depict the
the condition
condition of
of
Exhibits P-4a
P-4a and
and P-4b,
and accurately

the
underside of
of the
the roof
roof drain
drain and
the dislodged
dislodged pipe
pipe after
after the
the Loss.
Loss. (N.T.,
14-15
the underside
and the
(N.T.,9/22/08,
9/22/08,at
at 11,
11, 13,
13, 14-15

&
& 47).
47).
13.
13.

In
eighteen (18)
(18) hour
hour period
period prior
prior to
of rain
rain fell
In the
the eighteen
to the
the Loss,
Loss, 0.19
0.19 inches
inches of
fell in
inthe
the area
area

where
the Property
Property was
waslocated.
located. No
No rain
rain fell
fell in
(7) hours
hours immediately
immediately before
before the
the Loss.
Loss. It
It
where the
in the
the seven
seven (7)

was not raining when the Loss
Loss occurred.
occurred. (P-2; ¶ 11).
14.
14.

At
At the
the time
time of
ofthe
theLoss,
Loss, September
September 28,
28, 2004,
2004, there
there were
were strong
strong winds in
in the
the area
area of

the Property.
Property. (N.T.,
& 42).
(N.T., 9/22/08, at 31 &
15.
15.

In
In the
the month
month or
or two
twobefore
beforethe
theLoss,
Loss,aa cover
coverwas
was attached
attached to
to and
and located
located above
above the
the

subject
roof drain.
drain. (N.T.,
subject roof
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 30 & 37-38).
16.
16.

Ivan
or two
two before
Ivan Krumins
Kruminswas
was on
on the
the roof
roofof
ofthe
theProperty
Propertyno
noearlier
earlierthan
than aa day
day or
before the
the

Loss and
and has
hasno
norecollection
recollectionof
of noticing
noticing any drains
drains to
to which
which roof covers were
were not
not attached.
attached. (N.T.,
(N.T.,

9/22/08, at 56-58
56-58 &
& 63).
17.
17.

On
after the
Loss, it
it was
cap that
that had
On September
September 29,
29, 2004,
2004, the
the day
day after
the Loss,
was discovered
discovered that
that the
the cap
had

been
attachedto
to the
the roof
roof and
and over
over the
the roof drain had
was now missing. (N.T.,
been attached
had come
come apart and was
9/22/08, at 30
30 &
& 37-38).
18.
18.

The
to
The roof
roof of
ofthe
theProperty
Propertysustained
sustaineddamage
damage when
when the
the cover
coverthat
thathad
had been
been attached
attached to

the roof and located
located above
above the
theroof
roof drain
drain blew
blew off in
in the
the strong winds
winds at
at the time of
of the
the Loss.
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19.
19.

Mr.
Mr. Woidislawsky
Woidislawskyreconnected
reconnectedthe
thePVC
PVCpipe
pipetotothe
theroof
roofdrain
drainby
byinstalling
installingaa stainless
stainless

steel
clamp around
around the
the top
top of the
steel clamp
the existing
existing Fernco
Fernco coupling.
coupling.

(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 15).
15). Mr.
Mr.

Woidislawsky
pipe hanger
hangerto
toaalower
lowerlateral
lateralpipe
pipetotoprovide
provideadditional
additionalsecurity.
security. (N.T.,
(N.T.,
Woidislawskyalso
also added
added a pipe

9/22/08, at 16-18).
20.
20.

The
under the
the dislodged
dislodged PVC
PVC pipe
pipe in Fletcher-Harlee’s
print room at the
The area
area under
Fletcher-Harlee’s print
the

Property
not cleaned
up or
or the
the debris
debris removed
removed from
from itit for
Property was
was not
cleaned up
forseveral
several days
days after
after the
the Loss.
Loss. (N.T.,

9/22/08, at 49-51).
21.
21.

No remnants of a pipe hanger were found connected
to either the
the PVC pipe or the
connected to

flange, or found on the
the floor
floor or in
the Property.
Property. (N.T.,
in the
the debris at the
(N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08, at 16-18).
22.
22.

No pipe
attachedto
to the
the lower
lower lateral
lateral pipe at any time remotely
pipe hanger
hanger had been
been attached

connected
with the
connected with
the Loss.
Loss.
23.
23.

Shortly before advising Green Street
Street in
in writing
writing as
as to its
its coverage
coverage decision, Erie’s

claim professionals
professionals spoke
spoke to Abraham Woidislawsky,
Woidislawsky, the
the General
General Partner
Partner of
of Green
Green Street,
Street, and
and
advised
that Erie
Erie was
was denying
denying Green
GreenStreet’s
Street’sclaim
claim for
for building
building damage
relating to
to the
the Loss.
Loss. The
advised that
damage relating
claim
Tirpak, advised
claim supervisor,
supervisor, Jacqueline
Jacqueline Tirpak,
advised Mr.
Mr.Woidislawsky
Woidislawskythat
thatErie
Eriewould
wouldsend
sendGreen
GreenStreet
Street aa

letter
for and
and the
the policy
policy exclusions
exclusions supporting
supporting Erie’s
Erie’s coverage
decision. (N.T.,
(N.T.,
letter outlining
outliningthe
thereasons
reasons for
coverage decision.

9/23/08, at 35-36; 36-38).
24.
24.

Erie sent
the letter
letter described
describedby
byMs.
Ms. Tirpak
Tirpak on
on or about
December6,6,2004.
2004. In
sent the
about December

correspondence
dated December
December 6,
6, 2004,
2004, Erie
Erie informed
informed Green
that itit was
was denying
denying its
its claim
claim for
for
correspondence dated
Green Street
Street that

damages
relating to
to the
the Loss
Loss and
andstated
statedwhy.
why. In
In its
its declination
declination letter,
damages relating
letter, Erie
Erie claimed
claimedthat
that the
the Loss
Loss was
was

caused
“by aa drain
drain fastener
fastenerrusting
rustingaway”
away” and
andquoted
quotedtwo
two exclusions
exclusionscontained
containedwithin
within the
the Policy:
Policy:
caused “by

SECTION III
III-–EXCLUSIONS
EXCLUSIONS
B.

Coverages 1, 2 and 3
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We do not cover under Building(s)
Building(s) (Coverage
(Coverage 1) “loss”
“loss”caused:
caused:
1.
1.

By
a.
a.

Wear and
and tear,
tear, rust
rustor
or corrosion,
corrosion, mold
mold or
or rotting;
rotting;

...
unless
covered “loss”
“loss” ensues,
unless aa covered
ensues, and then only for ensuing

“loss”.
“loss”. 9
9

...
5.
5.

To the interior
interior of
of the
the building
buildingor
orthe
the contents
contents by rain, snow,

sand
or dust,
whether driven
driven by
by wind or
sand or
dust, whether
or not,
not, unless
unless the
the
exterior of the
to its
its roof or
the building
building first
firstsustains
sustains damage
damage to
walls
by
a
covered
“loss”.
We
will
pay
for
“loss”
caused
or
walls by a covered “loss”. We will pay for “loss” caused by
by or
resulting
from the thawing
resulting from
thawing of
of snow,
snow, sleet
sleet or
or ice
ice on
onthe
the
building.
(P-2;
13).
(P-2; ¶¶ 13).
25.
25.

On
1, 2006,
2006, Green
Green Street
Streetsold
sold the
theProperty.
Property. (P-2,
15).
On or
or about
about June
June 1,
(P-2, ¶¶ 15).

26.
26.

Following
Following the
the filing
filingofofthis
thisaction,
action,and
andafter
afterthe
theparties
partiesconducted
conducted discovery,
discovery, they

entered
into aa Stipulation,
Stipulation, dismissing
entered into
dismissingcertain
certainclaims
claimsand
andagreeing
agreeingthat
thatthe
the claim
claimisiscovered
covered under
under the
the

Policy, unless
able to meet
meet its
its burden
burden in
in proving that it is
unless Erie is able
is “excluded
“excluded under
under the
the policy,
policy, as
as
informed
thereafter, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law
law or
informed by
bythe
the facts
facts and
and circumstances
circumstances of
of the
the loss
loss and
and events
events thereafter,
or any
any

other law the Court deems
to be
be persuasive[.]”
persuasive[.]” (P-2,
deems to
(P-2, ¶¶ 19;
19; P-1,
P-1, ¶¶ 3-5).
27.
27.

The Court does
not find the testimony of Rodney J. Blouch, P.E., aa civil
civil engineer
does not
engineer

offered
an expert
expert witness,
witness, persuasive
persuasiveor
orhelpful
helpful in
in reaching
reaching its
its verdict
verdict in this
offered by
by Erie
Erie as
as an
this matter.
matter.
28.
28.

The
the Property
Property was
wasnot
not “surface
“surface water.”
water.”
The water that
that damaged
damaged the

29.
29.

Erie
the Policy.
Policy.
Erie has
has not proven that the Loss is excluded from coverage
coverage under the

9 Erie did not include the italicized language in its declination
9
Erie did not include the italicized language in its declination letter.
letter.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
LAW

1.
1.

Interpretation
contract is
is aaquestion
questionof
oflaw
law for
for aa court.
court. Gamble
Interpretation of
of an
an insurance
insurance contract
Gamble Farm,
Farm,

Inc.
1995).
Inc. v.
v. Selective
Selective Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 656
656 A.2d
A.2d 142,
142, 143
143 (Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. 1995).
2.
2.

The
goal in
in interpreting
interpreting an
policy is
the intent
intent of
of the
the parties.
parties. 401
401
The goal
an insurance
insurance policy
is to
to ascertain
ascertain the

Fourth
Inc. v.
v. Investors
Investors Ins.
Ins.Gp.,
Gp.,583
583Pa.445,
Pa.445,879
879A.2d
A.2d166,
166,171
171(2005)
(2005)(citation
(citationomitted).
omitted). Words
Words
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.

and
phrasesof
of common
common usage
usageshould
shouldbe
begiven
given their
their ordinary
ordinary and
and customary
customary meanings.
meanings. Madison
and phrases
Madison
Constr.
Co. v.
v. Harleysville
Harleysville Mut.
A.2d 100,
Constr. Co.
Mut.Ins.
Ins.Co.,
Co.,557
557 Pa.
Pa. 595,
595, 735
735 A.2d
100, 108
108 (1999).
(1999).
3.
3.

Clauses
in an
an insurance
insurance policy
policy providing
providing coverage
interpreted broadly,
broadly, “so
to
Clauses in
coverage are
are interpreted
“so as
as to

afford
possible protection
protection to
to the
the insured.”
insured.” Eichelberger
afford the
the greatest
greatest possible
Eichelberger v.
v. Warner,
Warner,434
434 A.2d
A.2d747,
747,750
750 (Pa.
(Pa.

Super.
1981). Conversely,
Conversely, “[p]olicy
“[p]olicy exclusions
the insurer.”
insurer.” Continental
Super. 1981).
exclusionsare
arestrictly
strictlyconstrued
construed against
against the
Continental

Casualty
Co. v. County of
Casualty Co.
of Chester,
Chester, 244 F. Supp.2d
Supp.2d 403, 408 (E.D. Pa.
Pa. 2003) (citations omitted)
(interpreting
law); Miller
Miller v.
(interpreting Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law);
v.Boston
BostonIns.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 420
420 Pa.
Pa. 566,
566, 218
218 A.2d
A.2d 275,
275, 280
280 (1966);
(1966);
Eichelberger,
(citations omitted).
becauseinsurance
insurance
Eichelberger, 434
434 A.2d
A.2d at
at 750
750 (citations
omitted).These
Theserules
rulesare
are necessary
necessary because
policies
policies

generally,
as is
is the
the case
casewith
with Erie’s
Erie’s Policy,
Policy, are
contracts of
of adhesion.
adhesion. Eichelberger,
Eichelberger, 434
434 A.2d
A.2d at
generally, as
are contracts
at 750
750

(citation omitted).
4.
4.

Where,
here, an
aninsurer
insurerrelies
reliesupon
uponaapolicy
policy exclusion
exclusion to
to deny
deny coverage,
coverage, the
the insurer
Where, as
as here,
insurer

has
theburden
burdenofofproving
provingthat
thatthe
theexclusion
exclusionapplies.
applies.Miller,
Miller, 218
218 A.2d
A.2d at
at277
277(citations
(citationsomitted).
omitted). “The
“The
has the
insurer
can sustain
sustain its
its burden
burdenonly
only by
by establishing
establishing[an]
[an] exclusion’s
exclusion’s applicability
applicability by
uncontroverted facts
insurer can
by uncontroverted
facts

in
record.” Continental
Supp.2d at
at407
407(citing
(citing Mistick,
Mistick, Inc.
in the
the record.”
ContinentalCasualty
Casualty Co.,
Co., 244
244 F.
F. Supp.2d
Inc. v.
v. Northwestern
Northwestern

Nat.
806 A.2d
A.2d 39, 42 (Pa.
(Pa.Super.
Super.2002);
2002);Butterfield
Butterfield v.
v. Giuntoli,
Giuntoli, 670
Nat. Casualty
Casualty Co., 806
670 A.2d
A.2d 646,
646, 651-52
651-52
(Pa.
Super. 1995),
1995), alloc.
alloc. denied,
denied, 546
546 Pa.
Pa. 635,
635, 683
683 A.2d
A.2d 875
875 (1996)).
(1996)).
(Pa. Super.
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5.
5.

A
insurancecontract
A court
court should
should not
not interpret
interpretpolicy
policylanguage
languagein
inaa vacuum;
vacuum; rather,
rather, the
the insurance
contract

should be
be interpreted
interpretedwith
with aa view
view toward the entire
entire policy,
policy, “so as
rendering portions
portions of
of it
as to avoid rendering
contradictory
inoperative by
by giving
giving effect
clausesand
andnullifying
nullifying others.”
others.” 22Lee
contradictory and
and inoperative
effect to
to some
some clauses
Lee R.
R. Russ
Russ
and
Thomas F.
F. Segalia,
Segalia, Couch
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance3d,
3d,§§22.30,
22.30,atat22-65
22-65&& §§22:43,
22:43, at
at22-92
22-92&
& 22-93
22-93 (1995)
(1995)
and Thomas

(citations
(citations omitted);
omitted); 401
401 Fourth
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.,
Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 171.
171.
6.
6.

When
should be
be given
given effect.
effect.
When policy
policylanguage
language isis clear
clear and
and unambiguous,
unambiguous, the
the language
language should

Madison
Co., 735
735 A.2d
A.2d at
at108
108(citation
(citationomitted).
omitted). However,
"[a] contract
ambiguous if
if it
it is
Madison Constr.
Constr. Co.,
However, "[a]
contract is
is ambiguous
is
reasonably
susceptible of
of different
different constructions
of being
in more
reasonably susceptible
constructions and
and capable
capable of
being understood
understood in
more than
than one
one
sense."
Statedanother
another way,
way, terms
terms of
of an
an
sense." 401 Fourth St., Inc., 879 A.2d at 171 (citations omitted). Stated

insurance
policy are
ambiguous ifif they
one interpretation
interpretation when
insurance policy
are ambiguous
they "are
"are subject
subject to
to `more
`more than
than one
when applied
applied to
to aa

particular
of facts." Gamble
particular set
set of
Gamble Farm,
Farm, 656
656 A.2d at
at 143 (quoting DiFabio, 531
531 A.2d
A.2d at
at 1143).
1143).
7.
7.

When ambiguous language
is found, itit must
language is
must be
be interpreted
interpreted against
against the
the insurance
insurance

company.
company. Motor
MotorCoils,
Coils,454
454A.2d
A.2datat1049
1049(citation
(citationomitted);
omitted);401
401Fourth
FourthStreet,
Street,Inc.,
Inc.,879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 174.
174.

8.
8.

Erie’s Policy is an
an all-risk
all-risk policy.
policy. “[U]nder
“[U]nderan
an all-risk
all-riskproperty
property policy,
policy, the
the insuring

agreement
gives aa broad
broad grant
grant of
of coverage
coverage and
and then
then specifically
specifically enumerates
policy the
of
agreement gives
enumerates in
in the
the policy
the types
types of

losses
that are
areexcluded
excludedfrom
from coverage.”
coverage.” 1
losses that
1 Jeffrey
JeffreyW.
W.Stempel,
Stempel,Stempel
Stempelon
on Insurance
Insurance Contracts,
Contracts, §§

15.01[B], at
at 15-5
15-5 (3d
(3d ed.)
ed.) (Supp.
(Supp. 2007). “[A]ll
“[A]lllosses
lossesare
are covered
covered except
except for those
those specifically
excluded.” Spece
all-risk
850 A.2d
A.2d679,
679,683
683(Pa.
(Pa. Super.
Super. 2004) (characterizing
(characterizing all-risk
Spece v.
v. Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Gp.,
Gp., 850
policy).
policy). Put
Putanother
anotherway,
way,“[a]ll
“[a]llrisk
riskcoverage
coveragecovers
coversall
alllosses
losses which
whichare
are fortuitous
fortuitous no
no matter what

caused
the loss,
loss, including the
caused the
the insured’s
insured’s own
ownnegligence,
negligence, unless
unless the
the insurer
insurer expressly
expressly advises
advises
otherwise.”
at§ 15.01[B],
15.01[B], at
15-5 n.3
n.3 (citation
(citation omitted);
omitted); see
alsoMiller,
Miller, 218
218 A.2d
A.2d
otherwise.” 11Stempel,
Stempel, supra,
supra, at§
at 15-5
see also

at 278 (holding that
that all-risk
all-riskpolicy
policymust
mustbe
be“given
“givena abroad
broadand
andcomprehensive
comprehensive meaning
meaning as
as to
covering
other than
thanaawillful
willful or
insured.”); Betz
covering any
any loss other
or fraudulent
fraudulent act
act of
of the
the insured.”);
Betz v.
v. Erie
Erie Ins.
Ins. Exch., ___
___
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A.2d
A.2d at
at ___,
___, 2008
2008 WL
WL4291513
4291513 *6
*6(Pa.
(Pa.Super.
Super. Sept.
Sept. 22,
22, 2008)
2008) (same).
(same).
9.
9.

“Consistent
under an
anall-risk
all-risk policy,
policy, the
unknown risk
“Consistentwith
withthese
thesegeneral
general rules,
rules, under
the unknown
risk of
of loss
loss

is
borne by
by the
the insurer.”
insurer.” 11 Peter
Kalis, Thomas
R. Segerdahl,
Segerdahl,Policyholder’s
Policyholder’s
is borne
Peter J.
J. Kalis,
Thomas M.
M. Reiter
Reiter and
and James
James R.

Guide to the Law of
13.09[A], at
alsoMiller,
Miller, 218
of Insurance
Insurance Coverage,
Coverage, §§ 13.09[A],
at 13-66 (Supp. 2008); see
see also

A.2d at 278 (if
(if otherwise
coverageafforded
afforded[by
[by an
anall-risk
all-risk policy]
policy]
otherwise “the
“the inclusive
inclusive character
character of the coverage
would
mere delusion.”).
delusion.”).
would be
be a mere
10.
10.

In
the Loss
Loss is
is covered
covered unless
unless Erie
Erie is
is able
able to
to meet
meet its
its burden
burden in
in proving
proving
In this
this respect,
respect, the

that itit is
is “excluded
“excludedunder
under the
the policy,
policy,as
as informed
informedby
bythe
thefacts
factsand
andcircumstances
circumstances of
of the
the loss
loss and
and
events
thereafter, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania law
law or
to be
be persuasive[.]”
persuasive[.]” (P-2,
19;
events thereafter,
or any
any other
other law
law the
the Court
Court deems
deems to
(P-2, ¶¶ 19;

P-1,
P-1, ¶¶ 3-5).

RAIN
RAIN

11.
11.

by Erie
Erie in its Policy
“Rain” is
is not
not defined
defined in the
the Policy.
Policy. “Rain,” the
the term
term used
used by

exclusion,
defined as
water falling
falling from
also Thorell
Thorell v.
v.
exclusion, is
is best
best defined
as water
fromthe
the sky.
sky. Berman,
Berman,216
216F.2d
F.2datat628;
628;see
see also

Union Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 492
492 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 879,
879, 883
883 (Neb.
(Neb. 1998)
1998) (citing
(citingState
State Farm
Farm Fire
Fire and
and Casualty
Casualty Co. v.
Paulson,
756 P.2d
P.2d764
764(Wyo.
(Wyo. 1988)).
1988)). Therefore,
reasonableinterpretation
interpretationof
of the
the“rain”
“rain”
Paulson, 756
Therefore, the most reasonable
exclusion is that itit applies
where itit is
is actually
actually raining.
applies only
only to
to those
those circumstances
circumstances where
12.
12.

The
“rain” exclusion
was not
not raining
raining
The “rain”
exclusiondoes
doesnot
notbar
barcoverage
coverage for
for the
the Loss,
Loss, because
because itit was

when
occurred.
when the
the Loss
Loss occurred.

13.
13.

In
asnoted
notedabove,
In the
the alternative,
alternative, the
the “rain”
“rain”exclusion
exclusiondoes
doesnot
notbar
barcoverage,
coverage, because,
because, as
above,

the
roof sustained
at the
the time
time of
of the
the roof
sustained damage
damage at
the Loss.
Loss.
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SURFACE WATER

14.
14.

“Surface
commonly
“Surface water”
water”isisnot
not defined
defined in
in the
the Policy.
Policy. However,
However,“surface
“surfacewaters
waters are
are commonly

understood
waters on
on the
the surface
surface of
of the
the ground,
ground, usually
usually created
created by
by rain
rain or
or snow,
snow, which
which are
understood to
to be
be waters
are of
of aa

casual
or vagrant
vagrant character,
character, following
following no
casual or
no definite
definitecourse
course and
and having
having no
no substantial
substantial or
or permanent
permanent

existence.”
94A.2d
A.2d164,
164,166
166(Pa.
(Pa.Super.
Super. 1953)
1953) (citations
(citations
existence.” Richman
Richman v.
v. Home
Home Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. of
of N.Y.,
N.Y.,94
omitted) (emphasis
added). Commonwealth Court has
defined “surface
“surface water”
water” in
in similar fashion.
(emphasis added).
has defined
See
Tom Clark
Clark Chevrolet, Inc. vv Pennsylvania
See Tom
Pennsylvania Dep’t of
of Protection,
Protection, 816
816 A.2d
A.2d 1246,
1246, 1251
1251 n.15
n.15 (Pa.
(Pa.

Commw.), alloc. denied, 574
574 Pa.
Pa. 763,
763, 831
831A.2d
A.2d 601
601 (2003)
(2003) (“[T]he
(“[T]he term ‘surface water’ means
means
water
from rain,
or detached
detached from
from subsiding
subsiding floods,
floods, that
that lies
lies or
or
water from
rain, melting
meltingsnow,
snow,springs,
springs,or
orseepage,
seepage, or
flows
but does
does not
not form
form aa part
part of
of aa watercourse
watercourse or
or lake.”)
lake.”) (quoting,
(quoting, e.g.,
flows on
on the
the surface
surface of
of the
the earth
earth but
e.g.,
Restatement
(Second) of
of Torts
Torts §
Restatement (Second)
§ 846
846 (1977))
(1977)) (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

15.
15.

Where
water.
Where surface
surface water
water is
is intentionally
intentionallydiverted,
diverted,ititisisno
nolonger
longerconsidered
considered surface
surface water.

11
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance3d,
3d,§§153.57,
153.57,atat153-80;
153-80;Heller
Heller v.
v. Fire
Fire Ins.
Exch., 800
1008-09
11 Couch
Ins. Exch.,
800 P.2d
P.2d 1006,
1006, 1008-09
(Col.
Fid. and
and Guar.
Guar. Co.,
Co., 523
523 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 380
380 (Neb.
(Neb. Ct.
Ct. App.
App.
(Col. 1990);
1990); Georgetowne
Georgetowne Sq.
Sq. v.
v. United
United States
States Fid.

1994); Transamerica
Transamerica Ins.
Ins.Co.
Co.v.
v.Raffkind,
Raffkind, 521
521 S.W.2d
S.W.2d 935
935 (Tex.
(Tex. Civ.
Civ. App. 1975)).
16.
16.

Surface
water, by
by definition,
definition, stops being surface
surface water
waterwhen
whenitit flows
flows into aa drain.
Surface water,

Industrial
2000 WL
WL 1029192,
1029192, *6
*6 (N.D.
(N.D.
Industrial Enclosure
Enclosure Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Northern
Northern Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. of
of N.Y.,
N.Y.,No.
No.97
97 C
C 6850,
6850, 2000

Ill.
Ill. July
July 26,
26, 2000).
17.
17.

The
the Loss
Loss was
was never
never surface
surface water.
water.
The water
water that
that damaged
damaged the
the Property
Property and
and caused
caused the

Moreover,
even if
if itit could
surface water
waterwhile
while on
on the
the roof,
roof, it was
Moreover, even
couldbe
beconsidered
considered to have
have been
been surface
was
intentionally
interior roof
intentionallydiverted
divertedfrom
fromthe
theroof
roofby
byuse
use of
of the
the subject interior
roof drain.
drain. (P-2,
(P-2,¶¶ 7;
7; N.T.,
N.T., 9/22/08,
9/22/08,
at
10; P-4c
P-4c &
& D-4b).
D-4b). When
at 10;
Whenthe
thewater
waterflowed
flowedinto
intothe
thedrain,
drain,ititlost
lostitsitscharacter
characteras
assurface
surface water,
water, as
as itit
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took a different course
than that
that itit would
would have
have taken
takenifif left
left to its natural state.
state. Specifically,
course than
Specifically, on
on the
day
of the
Loss, the
the water
water on
on the
the roof
roof was
was not
not left
left to
to evaporate,
evaporate, but
but was
wasdiverted
diverted into
into aa drain.
drain. Once
day of
the Loss,
Once

in
which ultimately
into and
interior of
in the
the drain,
drain, the
the water, which
ultimatelycascaded
cascaded into
and onto the interior
of the
the Property,
Property, was
was no
no
longer
water. Therefore,
longer surface
surface water.
Therefore,even
evenififthe
theoffending
offendingwater
watercould
couldbe
beconsidered
consideredsurface
surface water
water when
when

on the roof, itit lost
water when
when itit was actively and intentionally diverted
lostits
itscharacter
character as
as surface
surface water
diverted
through
use of
of aa roof
roof drain.
drain.
through the
the use

RUST OR CORROSION

18.
18.

Erie
PVC
Erie did
did not
not prove
prove to
to the
the Court’s
Court’s satisfaction
satisfaction that
that rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosioncaused
caused the
the PVC

pipe to separate
separatefrom
from the
theinterior
interior roof
roof drain, thereby allowing
allowing water to pour into
into the
the Property.
19.
19.

However, even ifif such
such rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosionwas
wasthe
thesole
sole cause
cause of
of the
the separation,
separation, the

exclusion
by
exclusion is
is inapplicable
inapplicablebecause
because aa covered
covered loss
loss ensued.
ensued. The
The Policy
Policydoes
does not
not cover
cover loss
loss caused
caused by

“rust
“loss” ensues,
and then
thenonly
onlyfor
for ensuing
ensuing“loss”.
“loss”. (P-3,
“rust or corrosion”
corrosion” “unless
“unless a covered “loss”
ensues, and
(P-3, supra,
supra,

at § 3 –- Exclusions,
added). The
The import
import of this “ensuing loss” provision is that
Exclusions, at
at p. 4) (emphasis
(emphasis added).

rust and
corrosion will
will not
and corrosion
notbar
bar aa claim
claimififaaloss
lossensues
ensues from
from the
the rust
rust or
or corrosion,
corrosion, so
so long
long as
as the
the
ensuing
loss is
is not,
not, itself,
itself, excluded
excluded in
in the
the Policy.
Policy. See
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Industrial
Industrial Risk
Risk
ensuing loss
See Raybestos-Manhattan,

Insurers,
433 A.2d 906, 908-09
1981) (where
(where ensuing
ensuing loss
loss provision
provision allowed
allowed for
Insurers, 433
908-09 (Pa. Super.
Super. 1981)
coverage,
court held
held that
that ensuing
ensuing loss
loss provision
provision “severely
coverage, court
“severely restricts
restricts the
the exclusion
exclusionand
and broadens
broadens the
the

coverage
provided”).
coverage provided”).
20.
20.

Green
Street does
does not
not seek
seek to
to recover
recover the
the value
value of
of the allegedly
Green Street
allegedly rusted
rusted hanger, or

clamp. ItItseeks
seeks to
to recover
recover for
for the
the Loss
Loss that
that ensued.
ensued. According
AccordingtotoErie,
Erie,the
therusted
rusted and
and corroded
corroded
hanger
caused the
the PVP
PVP pipe
pipe to
to spontaneously
spontaneously separate
separate from
from the
the roof
roof drain,
drain, causing
causing water
water to
to pour
pour into
hanger caused
into

the Property. (P-2, ¶ 7).
7). Erie
Eriecorrectly
correctlyargues,
argues,and
andGreen
GreenStreet
Streetagrees,
agrees, that
that an
an ensuing
ensuing loss
loss
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provision
“cannot reinsert
reinsertan
anexcluded
excludedperil
perilinto
intothe
thepolicy.”
policy.” However,
provision “cannot
However, Erie
Erie isis incorrect
incorrect in
in
contending
that this
this ensuing
ensuing loss
lossisis excluded,
excluded,as
asititdoes
doesnot
notfall
fall within
within the Policy exclusions for
contending that

“rain”
“rain”or
or“surface
“surface water.”
water.”For
Forthis
thisreason,
reason,the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “rust
“rustor
orcorrosion”
corrosion”does
does not
not exclude
exclude

from coverage
the claim brought by Green
Street in
in respect
to the
the Loss.
Loss. See
coverage the
Green Street
respect to
See also
also Eckstein v.

Cincinnati
Ins. Co.,
Co., No. 05:05CV043,
2007 WL
WL 2894049,
**2-3 (W.D. Ky.
Cincinnati Ins.
05:05CV043, 2007
2894049, **2-3
Ky. Sept.
Sept. 27,
27, 2007)
2007)
(ensuring loss
loss was
was covered
covered that
that resulted
resulted from
from excluded
excluded peril,
peril, interpreting any
any ambiguity
ambiguity against
against
th
insurer);
Blaine Constr.
Constr.Corp.
Corp.v.v.Insurance
InsuranceCo.
Co.ofofN.N.Am.,
Am.,171
171F.3d
F.3d343,
343,
349-50
353(6th
insurer); Blaine
349-50
&&
353(6
Cir.
Cir.

1999)
(ensuing loss
loss that
that flowed
flowed naturally
naturally from
Lake
1999) (ensuing
from excluded
excluded peril
perilwas
was not
not barred
barred from
from coverage);
coverage); Lake

Charles
Harbor&&Terminal
TerminalDist.
Dist.v.v.
Imperial
Casualty
& Indem.
286, 287-89
Charles Harbor
Imperial
Casualty
& Indem.
Co.,Co.,
857 857
F.2d F.2d
286, 287-89
(5th Cir.
(5th Cir.
1988)
1988) (exclusion
(exclusion inapplicable
inapplicablewhere
wherecovered
covered loss
loss ensued).
ensued).

DETERIORATION
DETERIORATION

21.
21.

The
and corrosion.
corrosion. For
The only “deterioration”
“deterioration”alleged
allegedby
byErie
Erie to
to have
have occurred
occurred is rust and

all
discussed above,
above,Erie
Erie has
hasfailed
failed to
to prove
prove that
that such
such rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion occurred,
occurred, or
or that
that
all the
the reasons
reasons discussed

itit caused
caused any
any loss.
loss.

22.
22.

“Deterioration”
involving “the
“Deterioration”isiscommonly
commonlyreferred
referredto
to as
as involving
“theaction
action of
of normally
normallyexpected
expected

elements
of stress,
stress,friction
frictionand
andthe
thedaily
dailytraumas
traumasofof[][] life
life to the
during its
its normal
normal life
elements of
the object
object during
expectancy.”
expectancy.” Cyclops
Cyclops Corp.
Corp. v.v.Home
HomeIns.
Ins.Co.,
Co.,352
352F.
F.Supp.
Supp. 931,
931, 936
936 (W.D.
(W.D.Pa.
Pa. Jan.
Jan. 10, 1973).
Under the facts proffered by Erie, any
any rust or corrosion
corrosion resulted
resulted not from
from what
what was
was expected
expected but
from
and unintended
unintended contact
contactof
of water
water upon
upon the
theallegedly,
allegedly, previously-existing
previously-existing pipe
from the
the unexpected
unexpected and
pipe
hanger.
Cavalier Gp.
Gp. v.
v. Strescon
Strescon Indus.,
Indus.,Inc.,
Inc.,782
782F.
F.Supp.
Supp.946,
946,955-56
955-56(D.
(D.De.
De.1992)
1992)(limiting
(limiting
hanger. See
See Cavalier
“deterioration”
S.W.2d
“deterioration”toto“normal
“normaland
andinevitable
inevitableoccurrences”);
occurrences”);Travelers
TravelersIndem.
Indem.Co.
Co.v.v.Jarrett,
Jarrett, 369
369 S.W.2d

653,
(Tex. Civ.
Civ. App. 1963)
(“deterioration” exclusion
653, 654-55 (Tex.
1963) (“deterioration”
exclusionapplied
appliedonly
onlytotoinherent
inherent deterioration,
deterioration,
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not
by an
an external
external event).
event).
not that
that caused
caused by

23.
23.

Erie’s
of the
theexclusion
exclusionfor
for“deterioration”
“deterioration” with
with that for “depreciation,”
“depreciation,” an
Erie’s placement of
an

expected
and natural
natural event,
event, only
only strengthens
this suggested
suggested interpretation.
interpretation. See
Inc.,
expected and
strengthens this
See 401
401 Fourth
Fourth St.,
St., Inc.,
879
A.2d at
172 (should
(should look
look to
879 A.2d
at 172
to entirety
entirety of
of language
language in
in policy
policyinterpretation);
interpretation);22Couch
Couchon
on Insurance
Insurance 3d,
3d,

§ 22:30, at 22-65
22-65 (“Where an entire
entire limitation of
of liability
liabilityisiscontained
containedininone
onesentence,
sentence, itit must
must be
be
construed
as aawhole,
whole, not
not by
by separating
separating one
oneword
word or
or phrase
phrasefrom
from another.”).
another.”).
construed as

24.
24.

Furthermore,
Erie added
addedaaspecific
specificexclusion
exclusionfor
for“rust
“rust or
or corrosion”
corrosion” after that
that for
Furthermore, Erie

compare §§ III
III Exclusions,
Exclusions, at
at A.1.
A.1. for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration” on
“deterioration” in
in the
the Policy. (P-3; compare
on pg. 3
with
for “rust or corrosion” on p.
p. 4).
4). By
with that at B.1. for
By including
including an
an exclusion for “rust or corrosion”
after
for “deterioration,”
after one
one for
“deterioration,”ititisisreasonable
reasonabletotoconclude
concludethat
thatErie
Erieunderstood
understoodthat
thatdamages
damages caused
caused

by the specific
specific perils of
of rust
rust or
or corrosion
corrosion were
were not
not already
already within
within the
the general
general exclusion
exclusion for
deterioration.
879A.2d
A.2datat172
172(in
(inascertaining
ascertaininglanguage’s
language’s meaning,
meaning, should
should
deterioration. See
See401
401Fourth
FourthSt.,
St.,Inc.,
Inc.,879

look to
to entirety
entirety of
oflanguage,
language, not just
just particular
particular word
word at
at issue);
issue); 22 Couch
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance 3d, § 22:44
(specific
shouldprevail
prevail over
over general
generalclauses).
clauses).At
Atthe
thevery
veryleast,
least,aafair
fairreview
review of
of the
the Policy
Policy in
in
(specific clauses
clauses should

its
interpretation. Construing
its totality
totalitysupports
supports such
such an interpretation.
Construingany
any ambiguity
ambiguityagainst
against Erie,
Erie, the
the drafter
drafter of
of the
the
Policy,
by “rust
“rust or
or
Policy, the
the exclusion
exclusion for
for “deterioration”
“deterioration”cannot
cannotbe
beinterpreted
interpretedtotoinclude
includedamage
damage caused
caused by

corrosion.”
25.
25.

In
corrosion “ensuing
“ensuing loss”
loss” provision,
provision, the
Policy
In addition,
addition,by
byoperation
operationof
ofthe
the rust
rust and
and corrosion
the Policy

affords coverage for losses
ensue from
from rust and corrosion, so long as
losses that ensue
as the ensuing loss is not
excluded.
excluded. AsAsalready
alreadyheld,
held,the
theensuing
ensuingloss
loss--the
thecascading
cascading of
of water
water into
into the
the Property
Property from
from above
above --

is not excluded
excluded by operation
operation of the exclusions
exclusions for “rain”
“rain”and
and “surface
“surface water,”
water,” as
as Erie
Erie alleges.
alleges.
Therefore, by operation of Section III -–Exclusions,
Exclusions,B.1,
B.1,the
thePolicy
Policyprovides
providescoverage
coverage for
for aa loss of
the
kind experienced
from rust
rust and
and corrosion.
corrosion.
the kind
experienced by
by Green
Green Street
Street that
that ensues
ensues from
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26.
26.

A
A policy
policyexclusion
exclusioncannot
cannotnegate
negatecoverage
coveragefound
foundelsewhere
elsewherein
inaa policy,
policy,unless
unless itit does
does

St., Inc.,
Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 174
174 (disapproving
so
specifically and
so specifically
and expressly.
expressly. 401
401 Fourth St.,
(disapproving interpretation
interpretation of

policy language
that would render
provided elsewhere
elsewhereinin policy);
policy); 2 Couch
language that
render illusory coverage
coverage provided
Couch on
Insurance
3d, §§ 22:31,
22:31, at
at 22-66
22-66 &
& 22-67.
22-67.
Insurance 3d,
27.
27.

When
Erie wrote
wrote the
the Policy,
Policy, itit made
made aa decision
decision that
that ifif rust
When Erie
rust or corrosion
corrosion led to a

subsequent
or ensuing
ensuing loss,
loss, the
the subsequent
subsequent or
or ensuing
ensuing loss
loss would
would be
covered, so
so long
long as
as itit was
was not
not
subsequent or
be covered,

otherwise excluded. For
the subsequent
subsequentloss
loss–- the
the entry
entry of
of water
water from
from
Forall
allthe
thereasons
reasons discussed,
discussed, the
above
onto and
and into
into the
the interior
interior of
above onto
of the
the Property
Property -–isisnot
notan
an excluded
excluded peril.
peril.Thus,
Thus,water
waterdamage
damage of
of the
the

kind
is covered
when it
it ensues
from rust
rust or
or corrosion.
kind experienced
experienced by
by Green
Green Street
Street is
covered when
ensues from
corrosion. This
This coverage
coverage
would
illusory ififthe
swallow the
would be
be rendered
rendered illusory
the deterioration
deteriorationclause
clause is
is interpreted
interpreted to
to swallow
the specific
specific coverage
coverage

afforded
ensuing loss
loss provision
provision when
when water
water –- not
afforded by
by the
the ensuing
not deterioration
deterioration -–isisthe
theensuing
ensuing loss.
loss. See
See 401
401

Fourth
Fourth St.,
St., Inc., 879
879 A.2d
A.2d at
at 174
174 (recognizing
(recognizing that,
that, in
in Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, application of
of exclusion
exclusion cannot
cannot
make
coverage provided
provided elsewhere
elsewherein
in policy
policy illusory);
illusory); 22 Couch
3d, §§ 22:31,
22:31, at
at 22-66
22-66 &
&
make coverage
Couch on
on Insurance
Insurance 3d,

22-67.
22-67.
28.
28.

Consequently,
the deterioration exclusion cannot be interpreted as
as disallowing
disallowing the
Consequently, the

coverage
for water
water loss
lossthat
thatfollows
follows loss
losscaused
causedbybyrust
rustororcorrosion.
corrosion. Id. § 22:43,
22:43, at
at 22-93
22-93 (“A
(“A
coverage for
construction
policy which
construction of
of an
an insurance
insurance policy
whichentirely
entirelyneutralizes
neutralizesone
oneprovision
provisionshould
shouldnot
notbe
be adopted
adopted ifif

the contract is susceptible
susceptible of
of another
another construction
construction which
which gives
gives effect
effect to
to all
all of its provisions
provisions and
and is

consistent
with the general
general intent.”).
intent.”).
consistent with
29.
29.

Therefore,
the Loss
Loss isis not
not excluded
by operation
operation of
of the
the Policy’s exclusion
Therefore, the
excluded by
exclusion for

“deterioration.”
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION AND
AND JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

30.
30.

Under
all-risk policy,
those resulting
resulting from
from
Under an
an all-risk
policy,all
allfortuitous
fortuitouslosses
lossesare
are covered,
covered, even
even those

the
insured’s negligence,
unless the
the insurer
insurer proves
proves that
thataaloss
lossisisspecifically
specifically excluded
excluded in
in the
the Policy.
Policy.
the insured’s
negligence, unless

Miller,
Miller,218
218A.2d
A.2datat278;
278;Betz,
Betz,___
___A.2d
A.2datat___,
___,2008
2008 WL
WL4291513
4291513at
at *6;
*6;Spece,
Spece, 850 A.2d
A.2d at
at 683.
31.
31.

In an all-risk
all-risk policy,
policy,the
theunknown
unknownrisk
riskofofloss
lossisisborne
borneby
bythe
theinsurance
insurance company
company

under
Pennsylvanialaw.
law. Miller, 218
under Pennsylvania
218 A.2d
A.2d at
at 278
278 (if
(ifotherwise
otherwise “the
“theinclusive
inclusivecharacter
character of the
the
coverage
afforded[by
[by an
anall-risk
all-risk policy]
policy] would
coverage afforded
would be
be aa mere delusion”).
32.
32.

Having
specifically excluded,
Having not
not proven
proven that
that the
the Loss
Loss is specifically
excluded, Erie
Erie has
has failed to
to meet
meet its

burden
of proof.
burden of
33.
33.

Judgment
will be
Erie.
Judgment will
be entered
entered in
in favor
favor of
ofGreen
Green Street
Street and
and against
against Erie.

Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES K.
K. GRABER,
GRABER, ESQUIRE,
ESQUIRE, P.C.
P.C.

By: s/Charles
K.K.
Graber
s/Charles
Graber
Charles
K.
Graber
Charles K. Graber
150
Warner Road,
Suite 156
150 South
South Warner
Road, Suite
156
King
King of
of Prussia,
Prussia, PA 19406
(610) 535-6420

Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiffand
and Counterclaim
Counterclaim
Defendant,
Defendant, 1804-14
1804-14 Green
Green Street,
Street, L.P.
Dated: October
October 20,
20, 2008
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OFSERVICE
SERVICE

I, Charles
certify that on this date
copy of the Trial
Charles K. Graber,
Graber, hereby
hereby certify
date aa copy
Trial Memorandum,
Memorandum,
Proposed
Findings of
of Fact
Fact and
andConclusions
Conclusionsof
ofLaw
Law of
of Plaintiff/Counterclaim
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant,
Proposed Findings
Defendant, 1804-14
Green
Street Associates,
Associates, L.P.,
L.P., was
was served
served on
on the
the following
following counsel
Mail, postage
Green Street
counsel via
via U.S.
U.S. First
First Class
Class Mail,
postage

prepaid:
prepaid:

C.
Rybny, Esquire
C. Scott
Scott Rybny,
Esquire
Nelson Levine deLuca
deLuca &
& Horst,
Horst, L.L.C.
L.L.C.
518 Township Line
Road,
Suite
300
Line Road,
Blue Bell, PA
PA 19422
19422

CHARLES K.
K. GRABER,
GRABER, ESQUIRE,
ESQUIRE, P.C.
P.C.

By: s/Charles
K.K.
Graber
s/Charles
Graber
Charles
K.
Graber
Charles K. Graber
150
Warner Road,
Suite 156
150 South
South Warner
Road, Suite
156
King
King of
of Prussia,
Prussia, PA 19406
(610) 535-6420

Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiffand
and Counterclaim
Counterclaim
Defendant,
1804-14
Green
L.P.
Defendant, 1804-14 Green Street,
Street, L.P.
Dated: October
October 20,
20, 2008

